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MR1 college
of business to
host second
EET event
By FtEBECCA BRABOY
MSu Public Relations
The Murray State University
college of business is hosting
the Extreme Entrepreneurship
Tour(EET)for the second consecutive year on Monday,
March 15, at 3 p.m. in the
Curris Center Ballroom. The
event is designed to create
awareness for college students
navigating through college successfully, while also preparing
them for then- future careers.
There will be three young
entrepreneurs speaking at the
event. The first is Arri Moodie.
co-owner of the Extreme
Entrepreneurship Tour. Moodie
grew up in the projects of
Brooklyn, N.Y., in an environment that was not conducive to
success. In spite of the dreadful
situations he witnessed daily.
Moodie found the inspiration
and determination to be successful in college and ended up
being named one of the country's Top Generation Y Leaders
The second presenter, Robert
Nicholson. is a great example
of becoming a successful entrepreneur over a wide variety of
career fields. He has owned
companies within real- estate,
home healthcare, auto racing, tshirts and more. Currently,
Nicolson is the executive dirmtor of the Nicholson Center,
which provides day habilitation
programming for adults with
developmental disabilities or
special needs. He ha_s not only
established himself as a successful young entrepreneur, but
also as a community leader for
his assistance in developing a
not-for-profit organization.
Dustin Hillis is the third featured 'entrepreneur who has
become successful by training
thousands on the art of sales
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hoping
for part.;-1
of fundsi
-24
By TOM BERRY
'..:
-...,
Staff Writer
':',,,
urray Independent School Distri4
officials are hopeful they will gig
at least some of 52.3 million:4i
construction funding approved by Hou4
legislators last week, but they are Ret
a:
counting on it.
-.,
,
Inclusion ot a signi
cant amount of money
going to projects at many
school districts across
the state is the result of
political
in-fightin$
between Democrats and
Republicans
in
the
House over raising more
t
t
-,::
revenue to overcome the
commonwealth's $1 bilRogers
lion-plus deficit. Districts
where GOP leaders refused to support revenue enhancement legislation were left out
of the mix in an apparent political message
from House Speaker Greg Sturnbo that if
Republican legislators don't want to pay
for it their district's won't get it.
Supenntendent Bob Rogers says the
amount allocated for construction or reno-

M

KYSER LOUGH Ledger Times
CHARACTER COUNTS: The Character Counts Coalition of Calloway County hosted
a Spring Celebration
Saturday at Calloway County High School. After being nominated by teachers, student
winners from local elementary, middle and high schools were recognized at the event for following the six
pillars of character. Pictured.
Apirada Chetawatee, 6, watches as Alex Workman applies a temporary tattoo to her arm
at the Calloway County
fvliddle School booth

Ky. worker's compensation
program running surplus
AG,

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
— Kentucky's worker's
compensation self-insurance group is running a
$154 million surplus and is
facing pressure to refund
some of the money. to policy
holders.
The Lexington HeraldLeader reports that Gov.
Steve Beshear sent a letter
last week to the quasi-public
Kentucky
Employers'
Mutual Insurance company,
urging it to disperse some of
its surplus to struggling
small businesses.
Then Senate Majority
Floor Leader Robert Stivers,
R-Manchester. filed legislation that would force KEMI
to do the same.

"1 telt it appropriate that premiums
they return some of those a year.
monies back to the people
Both
from whom they have col- Stivers and
lected them." Stivers said. Beshear
"I think they should be have said
doing well financially, but small busithey should not be doing so nesses
well financially that they struggling ,es.•
have this type of asset."
in a had
The agency recently economy Beshear
reported to the Depimment would benof Insurance that it has a efit greatly. front dividends
$154 million surplus along or a premium holiday from
with a $357 million cushion KEM1.
"Those individuals in
required to pay current and
future claims. KEM1 also these times axe the ones who
has an investment portfolio need a break right now,"
worth about $600 million, Stivers said. "If we can get
most of which is invested in them a break on their insurbonds. The company takes ance, I'm going to try, to do
in roughly $125 million in it."

State
Rep.
Robert
Damron, D-Nicholasville,
said
House leadership
would rvxd to study Stivers'
bill.
"KEMI is a little bit independent," he said. "For the
legislature to meddle in that
is questionable."
Kentucky's
govemor
appoints the group's governing
board,
which
includes nonvoting representatives from the attorney
general's and state auditor's
offices. Other members
include the secretaries of the
Labor,
Personnel
and
Finance cabinets.
Beshear has appointed

II See Page 2A
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Playhouse set to
resurrect comedy
'Dearly Departed'
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Like a beloved relative returned from the
grave, the comedy -Dearly Departed" sail'
be resurrected at Playhouse in the Park
starting Thursday for four more performances.
The play tells the story of the Turpins. a
dysfunctional Southern family that must
gather together for a funeral after one of

II See Page 2A

MCCH makes final
40s
30s
preparations for
Dallifforecast finishing south tower

By The Associated Press
Monday ..Mostly
cloudy.
Highs in the lower 50s. North
winds 5 to 10 mph.
Monday
night Mostly
cloudy. Lows around 40. North
winds 5 to 10 mph.
Tuesday.. Mostly
cloudy.
Highs in the upper 50s North
winds around 5 mph
Tuesday
night .Partly
cloudy in the evening then
becoming mostly cloudy. Lows
in tbe upper 30s. North winds
around 5 mph.
Wednesday...Partly sunny.
Highs in the upper 50s. North
winds around 5 mph
Wednesday night ..Mostly
cloudy Lows in the ;ower 40s.
Thursday...Partly
sunny.
Highs in the lower 60s.
Thursday
night. .Mostiy
clear Lows in the lower 40s.
Friday .Mostly sunny. Highs
in the mid 60s
Friday night...Partly cloudy
Lows in the upper 40s.
Saturday ..Mostly cloudy.

Special to the Ledger
The grand opening of
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital's new South Tower is
less than a week away, and
construction crews are preparing for the final details on the
$62 million project, according
to Melony Bray, MCCH director of Planning and Marketing.
MCCH will celebrate its
public grand opening at 2 p.m.
on Sunday, March 21.
Community tours and free
screenings will be offered on
Saturday, March 20, between
II a.m. and 2 p.m. Kids activities will also be available. she
said
"Residents can visit the
ambulance. fire truck and

INDEX

9
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TOY TRACTORS: The inaugural Toy Tractor Show was held at the Curds Center at Murray
State Universqy Saturday and featured three vendors and lots of toy tractors. Organizers
said they hoped to expand the event in the future, and said many vendors were interested
for this year but had contlIcts with other shows. Proceeds from the event go to an
Agriculture scholarship fund

III See Page 2A
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police car and enjoy some
prizes, too," Bray noted.
She said the hospital will be
transitioning numerous departments during the week of
March 22. "Residents' support
and patience is much appreciated during this time," she
said.
Departrnents will transition
as follows:
Monday,
March
22:
Radiology Departrnent opens
in the South Tower for both
inpatient and outpatient radiological procedures.
Cardiopulmonary opens in
the South Tower for outpatient
procedures.
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II Playhouse...
From Front
the clan, Bud, dies at the breakfast table one morning. It doesn't take long before family
members are dealing with sibling nvalries, misbehaving children, suspected infidelities and a
multitude of other problems
exacerbated by the stress of the
funeral and the strain of being in
chase quarters with one another.
The play was performed at the
Playhouse last August and
September, but director Stacey
Smith said she heard from a lot
of people who either wanted to
see it again or missed it and kept
hearing from friends how hilarious it was. Extremely positive
word-of-mouth spread weeks
after the show's end, she said.
"1 kept hearing from people
who said it was the funniest
thing they had ever seen." said
cast member and Playhouse
board
member
Holly
Bloodworth.
Cast member Matthew Adams
said Smith and the cast knew
they had to bnng "Departed"
back after the theater received
so. many e-mails praising the
show who wanted to see it
again. The cast was happy to
oblige.
"It's like a present for us," he

NIurray Ledger & Times
said.
Cast member Terry Little said
it is a testament to how funny
the shove is that even though
every cast member practically
knows the entire scnpt by heart,
they still have to muster all their
willpower to keep from breaking into laughter on-stage and
backstage during rehearsals. He
said it was incredible that thc
schedules of the relatively large
cast could be arranged so that
everyone could retum to their
original roles. but the actors had
such fun titne that they were all
eager to do it. He said ImesMiller Funeral Home was also
once again very helpful, lending
them a casket and other props to
make the funeral scene feel
authentic.
Little plays Bud but also has
had a blast playing Reverend
Hooker, who preaches at the
funeral. He said he performed as
the character several months
ago for a fundraiser at the
Murray First United Methodist
Church. He said that even
though the characters are somewhat over-the-top, everyone
knows similar types of people.
People who saw the show also
seemed to recognize the characters, he said. He said the fact
that the bonds between the
actors are believable also help to
make the play funny.
"As much time as we spend

MCCH

Murray. 1 v.

Kent-ucky

News in Bnef
Boy dies in crash, tried to jump from vehicle

Photo by Terry Dttie
JeSSiCa Norwood, left, and Lori Vaughn-Powell appear in a
scene from 'Dearly Departed," which returns for one weekend
at PlayhOuSe tn the Park this week.

together, it's easy to play a family," he said.
Cast
member
Jessica
Norwood said it isn't only the
characters that are relatable, but
also the situation being portrayed. She said one of her coworkers had been to a funeral
weirdly similar to the one at the
center of the play.
Show times for "Dearly
Departed" are 7 p.m. Thursday,

•Worker's...

patients will be moved to the
new medIsurg units of the South
Tuesday, March 23_ The new Tower.
Elnergency Department will
Friday. March 26: The inpaofficially move to the Vine tient and outpatient
surgery
Street location effective at 7 units will begin moving.
Only
a.M., and the current Emergency emergency surgeries will
be
Dipartment will close.
performed from Friday, March
Wednesday, March 24. Thc 26, through Monday. March 29,
Critical Care Unit and the in order to transition the surgical
Progressive Care Unit will departments into the new South
besin the move of patients from Tower.
the North Tower to the South
Murray-Calloway
County
Tower and med/surg patients Hospital's South Tower is
will begin transfer during this expected to be fully operational
time
on Tuesday, March 30.
Thursday, March 25: 'The
For more information on the
retnainder of North Tower 2nd expansion of Murray-Calloway
Floor patients and 4th Floor County Hospital, or to RSVP for
the Grand Opening celebration
For Bout
weekend, contact the MCCH
PUICO Your Ad
Marketing Department at (270)
With Us
762-1381 or (270) 762-1382 or
e-mail grandopening murrayCoil 753-1916
hospital.org.
From Front

From Front
three of the seven at-large rnembers on the agency's board, but
said in a statement he felt KEM1
has an independent board. He
said his Feb. 25 letter to the
board was the "appropriate
vehicle for making this
request."
Stivers' proposal, Senate Bill 214,
would force KEM1 to distribute 40
percent of its surplus back to any
companies that have held pohcies
with the group between 1997 and
2C09.
The money would have to be distributed by December, and similar
annual payouts would be requirevi
every. year they are possible
KEM1 officials say a dividend has
been considered for the pas( nine
months, but it's tough to gauge hoa.
much could be given back without
hurting the agency's financial

Friday and Saturday and at 2:30
p.m. Sunday. Tickets cannot be
purchased on the Playhouse
Web site so they must be bought
by calling 759-1752 or stopping
by the box office. Office hours
are Monday, Tuesday and
Friday from 1 to 5 p.m. and
Thursday from 9 to 11:30 a.ni
The box office is closed on
Wednesdays.
standing or financial ratings.
"1 don't understand the timing of
this." said David Snowden, a
Louisville businessman who has
chaired the KEMI board of directors for 11 of its 15 years. "It's
almost like there has to be some
kind of problem because we're in
good financial shape ... you don't
shoot from the hip on things like
The Kentucky General Assembly.
created KEM1 in 1994 after tne
market for workers' compensation
had collapsed, and small businesses
could not find workers'comp insurMCC.

KEN11 got started with a $7 Milloan from the state, which was
repaid in six months.
KEMI has since signed up about
22.000 policyholders. many of
them small. high-risk companies
that had nowhere else to go. But the
agency also has attracted large.
low-risk companies that help the
financial bottom line.
lion

PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)-- Authorities in western k.clituvky say a
teenager's effort to jump from his father's moving vehicle led to
the boy's death.
Brandon Klepfer died Saturday along U.S. 60, west of Paducah.
The Paducah Sun quoted McCracken County Sheriff Jon
Hayden who said the I3-year-old boy argued with his father. then
tried to jump from the family's sport utility vehicle.
Hayden said the father — 49-year-old Gary Klepfer — was trying to restrain his son from leaping out of the door the boy had
opened when he lost control, crossed the median and the SUV
rolled. throwing the boy out.
Gary Klepfer and his 10-year-old son Matthew. Klepfer were not
injured. Both wore seat belts as had Brandon before taking his off
and attempting to jump.
Hayden said tie didn't anticipate charges against the father.

Body of missing man found by photographer
LEXINGTON, Ky.( AP)-- The hod) of a missing central
Kentucky man has been found along the Dix River in Rockcastle
County.
Jeffrey Shivel had last been seen by family members around
Feb. 7.
WKYT-TV in Lexington reported the 26-year-old Shivel often
went on hiking trips for weeks at a time, so his family wasn't
irrunediately concerned about his welfare.
On Saturday morning, searchers found a campsite that held
Shivel's coat, hat, shotgun and knife.
A short time later, a WKYT photographer who was recording
the search for Shivel found his body near the campsite.

Memorial to Alysheba to be unveiled
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)--- A bronze statue of 1987 Kentucky
Derby winner Alysheba will soon be unveiled at his grave at
Kentucky Horse Park.
The 25-year-old stallion was buned at the park's Hall of
Champions last year after he was euthanized following an accidental fall.
A news release from the park says the public is invited to the
unveiling April 16 at 10:15 a.m. EDT.
The statue was sculpted by Shelley Hunter, wtto also sculpted
the John Henry memonal statue that will be ajacent to it.
A son of Alydar, Alysheba won not only the 1987 Kentucky
Derby but also that year's Preakness Stakes and Super Derby.

Robotic dinosaur exhibit opening soon

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The Louisville Zoo is planning to
open its robotic dinosaur exhibit March 22.
The "Dinosaurs Alive" exhibit features 16 life-sized robotic
dinosaurs.
Among the dinos will be: Tyrannosaurus rex; a giant
Brachiosaurus; the fierce Deinonychus whose name means
"Terrible Claw;" and the Cryolophosaurus. which has been nicknamed the "Elvisaurus" because the large crest atop its skull
resembles the hair of Elvis Presley.
"Dinosaurs Alive" will run from through Sept. 30.

Police say boy fatally shot by pellet or 138 gun

LOUISVILLE. is.y.(AP) —
in Louisville say an 11 -yearboy was fatally shot by either a pellet or BB gun.
Police spokeswoman Alicia Smiley says it's believed a I6-yearold relative of the boy shot him Sunday evening.
Smiley says the 11-year-old boy was shot at least once in the
upper torso and was taken to a hospital where he was pronounced
dead.
old
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111 EET event ...
From Front
and the importance of being
able to sell a product or service.
Hillis is currently the number
one sales professional from a
list of more than 150,000 for the
154-year-old
Southwestern
Company. He has incorporated
what he learned from his psychology degree into a method of
understanding selling a product

to an individual by their body
language. facial expressions and
nonverbal cues.
With the combined inforrnation provided by the three presenters, college students will be
equipped with the necessary
tools to tackle and pursue their
dreams. Registration is online at
Facebook. For more information, contact Steve Dublin at
(270)809-6570.

MISD
From Front
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vation at Murray High School
will be significantly reduced or
even eliminated when it gets to
the GOP-controlled senate, but
he's hopeful some funding will
be included in final legislation
signed by Gov. Steve Beshear.
"Should it still be in the final
budget that is passed, we will be
pleased to examine how we
could access these funds to
upgrade our high school,"
Rogers said.
According to a news release
from Fifth District Rep. Melvin
Henley, D-Murray, $2.3 million
has been allocated for MHS in
House Bill 290 approved last
week. According to the release.
The
School
Facilities
Construction Commission is
authorized
to
issue
$684,369.000 of general fund
supported bonds. However
SFCC, in consultation with the
Kentucky
Department
of
Education, shall have the
authority to sell bonds to complete the listed projects in any
order provided that no more
than $100 million of the total
bonded funding is utilized prior
to December 31 and that no
more than an additional $584
million is issued prior to

December 31, 2011. Kentucky
House members who opposed a
revenue measure linked to balancing the next state budget will
be empty-handed when school
construction projects are doled
out as part of the spending plan,
Speaker Greg Stumbo said
Monday.
According to an Associated
Press report, the revenue
enhancement measure was
meant to raise more than $300
million in the next two years.
The legislation passed the
House on a 64-36 vote; along
mostly party lines. Every
Democrat except two supported
the measure. Republicans were
united against it with one exception.
"That was their choice — they
made that choice," Stumbo said
when telling reporters that
opponents of the plan would
not be in line for school constniction projects.
Stumbo said proposed construction projects are aimed al
creating about 25.000 jobs in a
state plagued by high unemployment.
State
officials
announced last week that
Kentucky's annual unemployment rate for 2009 jumped to a
26-year high of 10.5 percent,
according to the report.
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By LIBBY QUAID
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
House's chief Democ:ratic headcounter said Sunday he hadn't
rounded up enough votes to
pass President Barack Obarra's
health care overhaul heaning
into a make-or-break week.
even as the White House's top
political adviser said he was
"absolutely confident" in its
prospects.
The administration gave signs
of retreating on its demands that
senators jettison special homestate deals sought by individual
lawmakers that have angered
the public.
White House spokesman
Robert Gibbs predicted House
passage this week. before
Obama travels to Asia, a trip he
postponed to push for the bill.
"This is the week where we
will have dlis important vote,"
Gibbs said. "I do think this is
the climactic week for health
care reforrn."
Political strategist David
Axelrod said Democrats will
persuade enough lawmakers to
vote "yes." The House GOP
leader, Ohio Rep. John Boehner,
took up the challenge. acknowl-

edging Republicans alone can't
stop the measure but pledging to
do "everything we can to make
it difficult for them, if riot
impossible, to pass the bill."
Republicans believe they may
get help from Democrats facing
tough re-election campaign a
Axelrod said it will be a Aruggle, taking aim at insurance
industry lobbyists who "have
landed on Capitol Hill like
locusts" and Republicans who
see being on the losing side of
the vote as a political victory.
am absolutely confident
that we are going to be successful. I believe that there is a sense
of urgency on the part of members of Congress," given recert
news about insurance plan ra:e
increases, Axelrod said.
A dose of reality carne from
Rep. James Clyburn, the thirdranking House Democrat and
main vote counter. "No, we
don't have them as of this morning, but we've been working
this thing all weekend," said
Clyburn, D-S.C.
Clyburn said he was confident
the measure would pass, echoing comments from Speaker
Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., on
Saturday.

Axelrod also indicated the
White House was backing down
on an attempt to get senators to
rid the legislation of a number
of lawmakers' special deals.
Taking a new position. he said
the White House only objects to
arrangements,
state-specific
such as an increase in Medicaid
funding for Nebraska, ridiculed
as the "Cornhusker Kickback."
That's being cut, but provisions
that could affect more than one
state ase OK, Axelrod said.
That means deals sought by
senators from Montana and
Connecticut would be fine —
even though Gibbs last week
singled them out as items
Obama wanted removed. There
was resistance, however, from
two powerful corrunittee chairman, Democratic Sens. Max
Baucus of Montana and Chris
Dodd of Connecticut, and the
White House has apparently
backed down.
"The principle that we want to
apply is that are these: Are these
applicable to all states? Even if
they do not qualify now, would
they qualify under certain sets
of circumstances?" Axelrod
said.
That's the argument made by

aides to Baucus and Dodd. The
measure to give Medicare coverage to asbestos-sickened residents of Libby, Mont., could
apply to other places where
public health emergencies are
declared — even though Libby
is the only place where that's
happened so far. Dodd's deal
would leave it up to the health
secretary to decide where to
spend $100 million for construction of a hospital, though
Dodd has made clear he hopes
the University of Connecticut
would be the beneficiary.
Trying to increase public pressure on Congress to pass the
legislation, Obarna planned to
travel
on
Monday
to
Strongsville, Ohio, home of
cancer patient Natoma Canfield,
who wrote the president she
gave up her health insurance
premium after it rose to $8,500
a year. Canfield is a selfemployed cleaning worker who
lives in the Cleveland suburb.
Gibbs said she had to decide
between keeping her health
insurance or her house and
chose to keep her house.
Canfield's sister was scheduled to introduce Obama at the
I p.m. event.

Views split on Calif. runaway Prius driver's story
By ELLIOT SPAGAT
and KEN THOMAS
Associated Press Writers
SAN DIEGO (AP) — This
much is not in dispute: Inspectors
could not duplicate the sudden,
unintended acceleration that a
motorist reported last week when
his Toyota Prius reached 94 mph
on a Califomia freeway. Tliey
tned during a two-hour test drive.
Disagreements begin over what
that means.
John Gomez, an attorney for
the motorist, James Sikes. says it
is insignificant and not surprising.
"They have never been able to
replicate an incident of sudden
acceleration. Mr. Sikes never had
a problem in the tluee years he
owned this vehicle," he said
Sunday.

But Kurt Bardella. a spokesman and Toyota could not duplicate
for U.S. Rep. Darrell lssa, R- what Sikes said he experienced
Calif., said the failure to dupli- March 8 on a mountainous but
cate the stuck accelerator, along lightly traveled stretch of
with a vehicle design to prevent Interstate 8 east of San Diego,
such occurrences, raises ques- according to a congressional
tions about the driver's story.
staffer's memo prepiurd for the
"We're not saying Mr. Sikes is House Committee on Oversight
wrong or that he lied, we're say- and Government Reform.
ing that questions have arisen in
"Every time the technician
the investigation," Bardella said. placed the gas pedal to the floor
Toyota Motor Corp. planned to and the brake pedal to the floor
announce preliminary findings of the engine shut off arid the car
its investigation at a news confer- immediately started to slow
ence Monday in San Diego.
down." the memo read.
The National Highway Traffic
According to the memo. a
Safety Adminisoation is looking Toyota official who was at the
into claims from more than 60 two-day inspection last week in
Toyota owners that their vehicles suburban San Diego explained
continue to accelerate unexpect- that an electric motor would
edly despite having their vehicles "completely seize" if a system to
repaired.
shut off the gas when the brake is
Technicians with the NHTSA pressed fails. and there was no

evidense to support that happened.
"In this case, knowing that we
are able to push the car around
the shop, it does not appear to be
feasibly possible, both electronically and mechanically' that his
gas pedal was stuck to the floor
and he was slamming on the
brake at the same time," according to the memo.
Toyota has recalled millions of
cars because of floor mats that
can snag gas pedals or accelerators that can sometimes stick.
Sikes' car was covered by the
floor mat recall but not the one
for snaky accelerators. He later
told reporters that he tried to pull
on the gas pedal during his harrowing fide, but it didn't "move
a all."

'Mission: Impossible' star
Peter Graves dies in L.A.
By ANDREW DALTON
Associated Press Writer
OS ANGELES (AP) - -- Peter Graves, whose calm arid
intelligent detneanor was a good tit to the intrigue of
"Mission Impossible" as well as the satire of the
"Airplane" films, has died.
Graves passed away Sunday just d few days before Ms 84th
birthday outside his home in Los Angeles, publicist Sandy
Brokaw .ald. Graves was returning from brunch with his wife
of nearly 60 years and his family when he had what Graves'
doctor believed was d heart attack, Brokaw said.
Graves first gamed attention of ntany baby
boomers with the 1950s TV series "Fury,but remained b st known for the role of Jim
Phelps, leader of a gang of spial agents
who battled evil conspirators in TV's
"Mission: Inapossible."
Normally cast as a hero. he turned in an
unforgettable performance early in his career
as the trrachemus Nazi spy in Billy Wilder's
1953 prisoner-of-war drama "Stalag 17."
He also masterfully lampooned his
straight-arrciw image when he portrayed
bumbling airline. pilot Clarence Oveur in the 1980 disaster
movie spoof "Airplane!"
Graves appeared in dozens of films and a handful of television shows in a career of nearly 60 years.
The authority and trust he projected made him a favorite for
commercials late in his life, and he wa_s often encouraged to
go into politics.
"Fie had this statesmanlike quality," Brokaw said. "People •
were always encouraging him to run for office."
Graves was preceded in stardom by his older brother James
Arness, who played Marshal Matt Dillon on TV's °
"Gunsmoke."
Born Peter Aurness, Graves aclopted his grandfather's last
name to avoid confusion with his older brattier. who had
dropped the "U" front the family. name.
Graves' career began with cheaply made exploitation filrns
like "It Conquered the World." in which he battled a carrotshaped monster from Venus, and "Beloamilaig of the World," *
which he fought a giant grasshopper.
He later took on equally formidable human villains each
week on "Mission: Impossible."
Every show began yids Graves, a_s agent Phelps, listening to
a tape of instructions outlining his team's latest mission and
captaining that if be or any of his agents were killed or captured "the secretary will disavow any knowledge of your
actions."
The tape always self-destructed within seconds of beirg
played.
The show ran on CBS foal, 1967 to 1973 and was revived on ABC front 1988 to 1990 with Graves back as the only original cast member.
The actor credited clever wrtting for the show's success.
"It made you think a little bit and kept you on the edge of a,
your seat because you rover imew what was going to happen
next," he (MCC saiti
He also played roles in such fills* as Joins Ford's'The Long
Gray Lilac" and Charlts Laughton's "The Night. of the
Hunter," as well as "The Court-Martial of Billy Mitchell,"
'Texas Across the River" and 'The Ballad of Josie."
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"If this Offer Doesn't Shock You..." then I'm not sure anything
Dear Friend,

• Muscle spasms. sprains

sage, biofeedback, acupuncture, injection of steroids into
the spine, back corsets and
ultrasound."
Would you like even more
proof that chiropractic works?
Then listen to these
conunents from a few of my
patients...

& strains

This is a great day because
I've wanted to do this for a
long time. It's great because I
have an offer for you that's so
good it's shocking.
In my office, some very

These symptoms can be
caused whenever the verte-

frustrated people come to see
me after they've "tried every-

Fonunately, if you are suffenng from any of these problems or similar afflictions
nght now, they may be
relieved or eliminated by
proper chiropractic treatment
commonly called adjustment).
So, if you've always wanted to "check out" chiropractic
care and see what it can do for
you, now is the best time to do
so because...
For 2 weeks only, $17 will
get you all the services I normally charge new patients
more than $150 for!
What does this offer
include? Everything.
Take a look at what you will
receive...
• An in-depth consultation
about your health and
well-being
• A complete chiropractic
spinal examination
• A full set of specialized
X-rays to determine if a
misalignment in your
spine is causing your
pain or symptoms...
(NOTE: nobody gives
these kinds of X-rays
away free, they would
normally cost you at
least $100).
• An analysis of your
X-rays and spinal exam
results to see what needs
to be done to help relieve
your problem
• Helpful literature that
shows you how your
body works and why you
experience pain
• Answers to all your most

thing." That's right. four out
of five people that show up in
my office have been somewhere else first. Some have
taken "every" test, wound up
with huge medical bills, and
are still no better off. Often,
they've been subjected to
medications that have only
served to temporarily mask
symptoms. That's not what
most people are looking for.
Often, these people get frustrated and wind up in my
office. I'm used to it...it's fine
with me.
Health, or the lack of it, very
often has simple causes, and
very reasonable corrections.
That's what I'm going to tell
you about. But, before I tell
you more, let me tell you
something about me...
My name is Dr. Jon Wuest.
In the years since I began
my practice, I've helped thousands of people feel better and
live healthier, more productive lives through chiropractic
care. And now I'd like to
even
i ntroduce
more
Calloway County residents to
the many benefits our profession has to offer.
For instance, chiropractic
care may be able to help you if
you're suffering from any of
the following conditions:
• Migraine headaches
• Lower back pain
• Numbness or soreness in
your arms or legs
• Constant fatigue; lack of
energy

brae in your spine are out of
alignment because these "misalignments" directly affect
your nervous system.

probing questions about
chimpractic care and
what it can do for you...
The appointment will not
take long at all. And like I
said, I normally charge $150
for this (most of which just
covers the full set of X-rays).
But for now, as part of this
special offer, you car. come in
and find out for certain if you
need chiropractic care and
how it might help you
eliminate the pain you are
feeling.
Meet the Doctor
Before you come in, though,
you will probably want to
know a little bit about me. So
let me tell you...
Aside from a stint in the US
Army and going away to chiropractic college I have
resided in Calloway County
for the past 33 years. I have a
wonderful wife, Michelle, and
four terrific kids, Nicholas,
Maggie, Katelyn and Alex.
I graduated from Life
College of Chiropractic in
2000, where I received recognition for clinical proficiency
as well as chiropractic radiological theory and practice. I
have done post-graduate work
in the research and science of
chiropractic. I have also taken
multiple courses dealing with
injuries and treatment associated with motor vehicle accidents. 1 am certified by the
National
Board
of

Chiropractic Examiners.
Does Chiropractic Really
Work?
Absolutely! Here are some
findings from studies done by

chiropractors and orthopedic
surgeons...
Harvard Medical School
Health L,etter
September. 1990
"Chiropractic treatment of

low back pain, which affects
75 million Americans, is superior to the standard regimen
administered by medical doctors'', a major British study
has concluded. "Chiropractic
almost certainly confers
worthwhile long-term benefit
in comparison with hospital
outpatient management," said
Dr. T.W. Meade. a British
medical doctor who headed
the study conducted at eleven
hospitals and chiropractic
clinics.
Federal Medical Study
Endorses Chiropractic For
Back Pain - US Agency For
Health
Care
Federal
Medical Study Policy and
Research
December 8, 1994 - A panel
of 23 doctors headed by Dr.
Stanley Bigos. M.D., professor of Orthopedic Surgery,
studied 3900 medical articles
on low back pain. Their conclusions were that "chiropractor's manipulation of the spine
was more helpful than any of
the following: traction, mas-

help you, I will tell you and
refer you to a specialist who
might be able to help.
Limited Time Offer
Obviously, with an offer like
this, I cannot afford to do it for

•
•
•
•

•

very long, so I picked March
15th-29th.
If you would like to take me
up on my offer to see what
A few weeks ago, I was hav- chimpractic can do for you,
ing a lot oftrouble walking or all you have to do is call our
staying on my feet for any office and set up an appointlength oftime,(say 5 minutes) ment, ,
and in considerable pain. I PHONE(270)759-1945

used a walking carte most of
the time and sometimes a
walker I even went to a doctor's
appointment
and
Christmas shopping in a
wheelchair 1 learned to cook
meals while sitting down most
of the time. I could not stand
long enough to wash the dishes. I could not grocery shop
unless the store furnished a
cart to ride in.
Myfamily encouraged me to
make an appointment with Dr
Wuest. Today I am not 100%
painfree, BUTI can do a reasonable amount ofshopping. I
can cook a mealfor my family. My ability to walk has
improved tremendously. The
wheelchair, walker and cane
are stored away, Iwpefully to
never be needed again by me.
Dr Wuest has certainly
improved my quality oflifefor
which I am grateful.
—B.S.
No more migraines and
neck pain.
—TS.
Guaraniee et Great Service

Obviously, I cannot guarantee results. No one can. But
there is one guarantee I can
give you, and that is a guarantee to give my best effort.
Plus, if I do not think I can

Call this number only
Call anytime between the
hours of 8-12 and 2-5 Monday
through Friday. Tell the
receptionist you would like to
come in for the Special
Introductory
Examination
March 15th-29th.
I expect to get flooded with
appointments for this event,
so please call as soon as possible to assure that you do not
miss out.
Thank you very much, and I
look forward to trying to help
you get rid of your pain so you
can start living a healthier and
more productive life.
Sincerely,
Dr. Jon Wuest

Dr. Jon Wuest D.C.
1313 Johnson BI vd.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Due to insurance regulations, Medicare and some
other insurance may be
excluded from this offer.
Any further treatment shall
be agreed upon in writing and
signed by both parties.
You have the a;oht to rescind
within seventy two(72) hours
any obligation to pay for sera'ices performed in addition to
this free or discounted service.
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When Toyota President Akio go area who
Toyoda testified before the had
taken
House Committee on Oversight Tylenol
and Government Reform. an laced with
attitude was exposed that Rep. cyanide,
Dennis Kucinich (D-OH) cor- Johnson and
rectly characterized as foster- Johnson put
ing a "cutthroat corporate" envi- the welfare
ronment that placed costs ahead of doctors,
of quality and safety.
nurses and
Such a priority would have patients first,
Cal's
been anathema to Toyoda's fixing
the
Thoughts
grandfather, Kiichiro Toyoda, problem
who founded the company and with tarnper- By Cal Thomas
Syndicated
turned it into an automotive proof botColumnist
juggernaut thanks to a busi- tles.
ness philosophy created by an
In 1990, Perrier recalled its
., American named W. Edwards bottled water after benzene was
Deming.
discovered in some bottles sold
Deming believed in a busi- in North Carolina.
, ness model that puts product
Even though the Food and
quality and company relation- Drug Administration said there
• ,ships between workers and man- was no danger, the company
.
. agement first, favoring contin- recalled its entire inventory,
thus
• ual and systematic improve- preserving the purity of
its rep• ments of staff and of work utation, along with the
qualiprocesses.
ty of its water.
His philosophy dominated
An example of the wrong
Toyota for more than 50 years. response to a quality control
c Quality products followed. Prof- issue occurred with Ford's
Pinto
was the inevitable result.
whose gas tanks ruptured and
Longtime Toyota observer caught fire in rear-end colli•'H. Thomas Johnson. a proles- sions.
,'sor of business at Portland
In 1968, the Ford Motor
•• State University, has written that Company, adopting a recomToyota's current quality crisis mendation made by then vice'The sticky job of late-ses"reflects disastrous policies president Lee Iacocca, intro- slop policy
making has proadopted after 2000, when top duced a domestically produce
d duced a $17.5 billion House
management's thinking changed subcompact car.
budget plan that would free
sharply in a direction that,
Hoping to gain a large mar- up billions of dollars for infra• while consistent with that of ket share, Pinto was designe
d structure and critical needs
most other Western companies, and developed on an acceler- while erasing a
looming $1
would never have been toler- ated schedule. While profits billion-plus budget shortfal
l facated at Toyota in the past."
became supreme, quality began ing the Corrunonwealth over
That change came when Toy- to suffer.
the next two years.
. ota management decided to
Supporters of House Bill
After lawsuits were filed by
overtake General Motors as the victims and their families
, Ford 290, which passed the House
world's largest carmaker and management appeared.
to pre- by a vote of 65-33, say the
'' placed immediate financial gain fer the advice of their
attor- bill will keep the Executive
over quality and safety.
running
neys who said it was less Branch
smoothly
As a result. quality and safe- expensive to pay off
lawsuits through 2012 without merit
t:ty suffered and Toyota now risks than to fix the gas
tank prob- employee layoffs or furloughs.
!Z..losing market share and prof- lem.
It does so by trimming agency
•its• - It is a flawed model, one
Ford's image (and sales) suf- and higher education spending,
?
4 that affects governments as well fered. Management
down revenue from
eventually drav.ing
. .
ras companies.
got the message and started existing revenue sources, and
0. A major reason for Amen- producing better
business-tax
code
cars. announc- various
0
4ca's rising national debt is that ing in a media canmaig
n, "At tweaks.
ee our government has not focused Ford. Quality is Job 1."
It also provides for over $2
C., on systems that produce the
Lle Ford, Toyota can restore billion in bond issues for school
construction, roads and waterbest results, but on political its tarnished image if
it reverts
and-sewer infrastructure.
strategies that provide short- to its previous business
model,
The House did not pro!: term benefits to politicians.
which proved hugely successpose any cuts to the state cor''•' We observe this most glar- ful throughout most of the comrections budget, the base school
ingly in the debate over health pany's existence.
funding
formula or state Med-- care "reform."
It would be nice if the U.S.
icaul--three areas we always try
:: The Obama administration government adopted
the earli- to spare—b
ut it does require
::and the congressional Democ- er Toyota model and
embraced that the
state take a closer look
-:ratic leadership focuses on sob those principles.
at spending in areas like Med:.stories and calls for "fairness,"
Focusing on excellence
icaid, personai service contracts
instead of on proposals that before outcome produce
s the and the hiring
of political
will produce results that ben- desired outcome. It
works in appointees (which
would be
:- efit a majority of the nation. health, education,
automobiles, rolled back to 2007
employThere is plenty of recent govemment and virtually
any- ment levels under the
plan).
history where management (and thing else to which it is
applied. I
Existing revenue used to
government)reversed sound priWe know what works.
beef up the House budget plan
orities and proven results leadW'hy must so many of our would
come from over $370
:-ing to dysfunction in both.
leaders keep relearning the same million
in some business-tax
In- 1982, following the deaths lesson?
Zadjustments we passed last
..- of seven people in the Chicaweek, about $40 million in one
-Z
year's worth of excess base
Opinio
ns expressed on the Forum page do SEEK
/
1
4
school funds, about $250

Mrs. Et
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million in anticipated federal financial
stimulus dollars for Medicaid demands
and about $150 million from placed on
tweaks to the state employee the state by
insurance program.
the its burAs far as new spending goes, geoning
the House plan would take care prison sysof some critical needs not tem
is
addressed in the governor's growing
original budget plan. including incredibly
much-needed protections for f a s t —
social workers and social serv- about 11
Legjslative
ice aides who often have to work percent
in dangerous and even deadly faster than
Update
situations. To help these front- overall By Rep. Melvin
line social workers, the House state govHenley
plan budgets $20 million over ernment
D-Murray
the biennium to restore fund- spending,
ing for social workers safety according to a 2009 repon by
measures that were authorized the Kentucky Chamber of Comin a 2007 bill named in honor merce. The House hopes to
of slain social-work aide Boni save around $30 million in
Frederick. Other funding for Corrections spending over the
human services in our plan biennium by ordering the
that was left out of the gov- Department of Corrections
to
ernor's earlier proposed budg- parole 1,000 nonviolent inmates
et includes $700,000 to fund by the start of fiscal year 2012.
newborn vision screenings in Doing so, lawmakers hope, will
addition to the hearing screen- help the state avoid making what
ings now required, and $2 mil- could be much more painful
lion for aging services to sup- future cuts to the corrections
port the Meals on Wheels pro- system.
gram that provides hot meals
Included in the revenue porto senior citizens.
tion of the budget was a susEducation would also receive pension, for up to two years
some funding not found in the (depending on the perform
ance
governor's rejected plan, includ- of the state's economy) of
the
ing an additional $1.1 million ability of businesses to deduct
in each year of the biennium from their state income tax any
for Family Resources and Youth net operating loss carry,forward
.
Service Centers and $2 mil- It does not eliminate the deduclion over the next two years tion, but only defers it for
a
for Kentucky Education Tele- period of up to two years.
vision.
House leadership felt this
Kentucky's public school was fair, spreading the heavy
system has historically been lifting required to balance
the
the largest spending item in budget to every segment of
the
the state budget. though the economy Kentucky corporat
e

income tax payments have
dropped 50% since 2005 as a
percentage of General Fund
receipts. 'The legislature had
previously eliminated the corporate license tax, lowered the
business income tax to 6 percent and increased economic
development incentives.
Concern about the Commonwealth's underfunded state
employee retirement system
also plagues Kentucky lawmakers. Years of dwindling state
revenues have made it practically impossible for the state
to honor both its recommended contribution to the retirement system and Kentucky's
mounting costs in other areas.
The House plan would meet
this challenge over the biennium, however, by fully funding
the retirement system as recommended and lessening problems in the system further down
the road. The plan would also
restore funding to the teachers' retirement system that had
been removed to cover health
insurance costs.
Other areas of state government that will see budget
improvements as a result of
the House plan. supporters say,
are vocational education, funding to prepare for base realignment and closure relocations
at Fort Knox, energy development and agriculture, to name
a few.
Like all House budget plans,
this budget plan must be
approved by the Senate before
it can take effect. And as in
most budget years, it is unlikely the Senate will leave the
House budget unchanged.

Beware deceptive political buzzwords

By Tina Dupuy
Cagle News Service
The trick to great rhetoric
is to pick a word or phrase
everyone likes and no one can
possibly be against. Then take
that expression and be completely for it daring anyone to
challenge you.
President Barack Obama
campaigned for "change."
Change was such a good platorm after eight years of George
W. Bush that Senator John
McCain decided it was his slogan too.
Abandoning McCain's initial "Country First" creed he
went with "Change is Coming" as he was marching toward
the end of his campaign back
to his senate seat.
And who would have
guessed, both placards were
right: change did happen.
The vague word currently coopted by Republicans as oratory ammo is "freedom."
"It's clear Democrats have
irreconcilable differences with
Americans oa health care.
Dems want more governinent, Americans want more
freedom," tweeted Junior Sen-

ator Jim DeMint about the
Health Care Summit he was
not invited to.
Minority leader, Rep. John
Boehner
last
November
declared, "I came here to fight
big-government monstrosities
like this bill that dim the light
of freedom."
Insert Orange Glo joke here.
The GOP has gone so far
to push their Health Care "Freedom" Plan; calling the 1993
Republican idea of mandatory
coverage now being discussed
by the Democrats, unconstitutional.
Because if the Democrats
agree with it. then it's not
"freedom."
More proof "freedom" and
its concept is becoming just
an empty buzzword. Sarah Palin
is for it. She told Sean Hannity on Fox News, "I'm such
a believer in freedom and that's
what the tea parties are all
about."
What are they about? Everything American: freedom.
You disagree with them. you
disagree with freedom. They're
against things and those things
naturally are against freedom.

the thing they're for.
You know who's against freedom? Anyone they put on a First
Amendment protected picket
sign.
During the marathon CSPAN filmed Health Care Summit at the Blair House last
week, Rep. Paul Ryan (endorsed
by Dick Armey's business boon
"Freedom" Works) summed up
the bait and switch behind the
watchword best...
"We don't think the government should be in control
of all of this. We want people to be in control."
Of course. the Grand Old
Party's founding father, Abraham Lincoln, in his Gettysburg address described our
Union as, "a government of
the people, by the people, for
the people."
But now according to Ryan
it shouldn't be in control, but
the people should?
The equivalent would be, "I
don't want to live in Iowa, I
only want to live in Des Moines,
that's why we don't agree."
Really when freedom is
invoked by the GOP it means
liberty for corporations. Its big

govenunent getting out of the
way so big business can step
up.
Chevron. Haliburton and
United Health Care will have
more independence - not the
Joe Everyman. Six-Pack or
Plumber they try to appeal to.
The opposite of this faux
"freedom" is not government.
The opposite of "freedom" is
not regulations for business.
The opposite of "freedom"
is not health care refortn. Just
like the opposite of "freedom"
is not having laws and a police
force.
The real opposite of "freedom," freedom for voters, consumers and the actual "we the
people," is being fleeced.
The opposite of "freedom"
is being gouged by your credit card company, denied by
your health insurance and pick
pocketed by your bank.
The opposite of this type
of "freedom" is being a WalMart sharecropper and a payday loan serf. The opposite of
"freedom" is being blackmailed
by companies that are "too big
to fail."
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Alex Gajewski, 98, Murray, died Sunday, March 14. 2010, at die
;Murray-Calloway County Hospital. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
is
in charge of arrangements_

Mrs. Kala Rene' Weeks Thompson

Mrs. Kala Rene' Weeks Thompson, 55, Farmington, died
Satunday, March 13, 2010. at 10:45 a.m. at her home. She was
a
member of New Bethel Baptist Church. Preceding her in de,ath were
one sister, Evets Haygood. She was bom Oct. 24, 1954 in Tulsa,
Okla.
Survivors include her husband, Ronnie Thompson, to whom she
was married Dec. 11, 1976; her parents, Steve and Viviiui Harris
Weeks, Marshall, Texas; four daughters, Shawna Mohler and
husband, Mark, Benton. Tami Thompson, Paducah, and Tasha
McWherter and husband, Josh, and Kimberly Rogers and husband,
Justin, all of Murray; one sister, Marla Beard, Tacoma, Wash.; one
brother, Greg Weeks, Shreveport, 1.4.; four grandchildren. Garrett
and Emma Mohler, Kaelyn McWherter and Hadlee Rogers.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. Rev. Mark Mohler will officiate.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Monday). Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.

Mrs. Eugenia Woodall Hopkins
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The I uneral tor Mrs. Eugenia Woodall Hopkins was Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Rev. Richard
Burkeen officiating. Pallbearers were Willie and Ronnie Jackson.
Dale and Ricky Woodall, and Terry and Tracy Cleaver. Burial was
in the Stewart Cemetery.
Mrs. Hopkins,92, Dexter, died Friday, March 12, 2010 at her residence. She was owner and operator of the Hopkins Grocery in
Dexter and a member of the Dexter-Hardin United Methodis
t
Church.
Bom Feb. 22, 1918 in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Eugene and Ellen Copeland Woodall. Also preceding her in
death were her husband, G.D.(Dude) Hopkins. who died in 1975;
one son. George Rex Hopkins; three sisters, Maude Woodall, Jessie
Jackson and May Dertny: one brother, Robert Woodall.
Survivors include one daughter. Sherry Hopkins McKinney,
Kirksey; one son. Terry Hopkins and wife. Theresa, Dexter; two
grandchildren, Kim Harpole and husband, Mark, Almo, and Michael
Hopkins. Dexter: three great-grandchildren, Ashley, Amanda and
Addison Harpole. Almo.

Ms. Carol Ann Shultz
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Congress pushing health bill forward

WASHINGTON tAP) - It
took lawmakers a year to shape
President Barack Obama's
health care bill. If it finally passes Congress, it'll take the better
part of a decade to write the user
manual for consumers and doctors. employers and insurance
companies.
Some health insurance consumer protections would go into
place immediately. significant
but limited in scope. The big
expansion in coverage comes
about four years from now,
allowing more than 30 million
people to sign up for insurance,
with financial help from the
government for most. Ripple
effects continue well after
Obama has to leave office in
2017, assuming he's re-elected.
But even if the bill passes, it's
only the end of the beginning.
The Obama blueprint will be
carried out under less-than-ideal
circumstances.
Rising medical costs and an
aging population will keep
squeezing the federal budget.
Lawmakers will have to revisit
hard choices they sidestepped.
"This is going to play out
over a generation," said Andrew
Hyman, who oversees health
insurance research for the nonpartisan Robert Wood Johrison
Foundation.
-The impact of the reforrn
legislation will affect every facet
of our health system. It will
address how people get cover-

age, how health care is deli
ered, arid how health care is paid
for."
The House could vote on the
final legislation as early as this
week, with the Senate to follow.
Here's a primer on some of the
major effects for consumers and
other key players:
Uninsured people with medical problems will have a workable alternative. The hill pumps
$5 billion into high-risk insurance pools run by the states to
provide coverage to those in
frail health. Taxpayer-backed
insurance won't be free, but premiums should be much lower
than what's charged by private
insurers willing to take those in
poor health.
For people with private
health insurance - about twothirds of Americans - there
would be some new safeguards.
For example, insurers would be
barred from placing lifetime
dollar limits on coverage and
from canceling policies except
in cases of fraud.
Children could stay on their
parents' coverage until age 26.
Starting in 2014. selfemployed people and those
whose employers don't offer
coverage would be able to pick a
plan through a health insurance
exchange, like a supermarket.
It's modeled on the federal
employee health program available to members of Congress,
which offers a range of private

insurance. Small businesses
could also join the exchange.
More than 30 million people
would buy their own coverage
through state exchanges, and
nearly 6 in 10 would be eligible
for tax credits to help pay premiums. The aid would be generous
for lower-income famiLes, less
so for those solidly in the middle
class.
For example, a family of four
making $44.000 would pay
$2,763 in premiums, or about 6
percent of its income.
But a similar family making
$66,000 would have to pay
$6,257 in premiums, close to 10
percent of its income. That may
be less than a mortgage, but it's
more than a car payment.
Once the exchanges open.
most Americans would be
required to carry health insurance or pay a fine. Medicaid
would be expanded to cover
childless adults living near
poverty.
People with employer-provided insurance would not see
major changes. But if they lost
their job, they'd be able to get
coverage through the exchange.
On the block are subsidies to
private Medicare Advantage
insurance plans. which now
enroll about one-quarter of seniors.
The govemment overpays the
plans when compared to the cost
of care under traditional
Medicare. That largesse trans-

lates to lower out-ol-pocket
costs for seniors in the plans.
and the hill could trigger an exodus from Medicare Advantage
as insurers are forced to raise
their rates to stay in business.
Seniors stand to gain as well.
Mama would gradually close
the coverage gap in the middle
of the Medicare prescription
drug benefit. The so-called
doughnut hole would start to
shrink immediately. but it
wouldn't be fully closed until
2020. In the meantime, seniors
in the gap would get a 50 percent discount on brand niune
drugs.
The plan also improves preventive benefits for seniors in
traditional Medicare.
Health insurance companies
would face unprecedented federal regulation and particularly
close scnitiny of their bottom
line. A fixed percentage of
income from premiums would
have to go to medical care, othenvise insurers would be forced
to provide rebates to consumers.
That share is 85 percent for large
group plans, and 80 percent for
plans in the small group and
individual markets.
One of the central reforms of
the bill won't start until 2014,
when the exchanges open. From
then on. insurers will not be able
to turn away people with medical problems or charge them
more.

U.S. cautious in removing nukes in Europe

A prayer service for Ms. Carol Ann Shultz was Sunday at 5 p.m.
WASHINGTON(AP)-The December, have been delayed siles
carried on submarines.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Online U.S. is
taking a go-slow repeatedly and now aren't Talks have
bogged down for
condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
approach on one of the touchiest expected before April.
months. The White House said
Ms. Shultz, 66, Murray, died Friday, March 12. 2010, at 11:05 and least
discussed national
The
study, known as the °barna on Saturday had an
a.m. at her home. She was a licensed practical nurse and was born security
issues: whether to Nuclear Posture Review, is "encouragingtelephone conFeb. 26, 1943. Survivors include two sons, David Andrews
, remove the last remaining Cold expected to call for a reduced versation
with Russian President
Enunaus, Pa., and Christopher Andrews, Zion, 111.; one daughter. War-era
U.S. nuclear weapons role for nuclear weapons in U.S. Dmitry
Medvedev
- June Katzmarek, and one brother, John Robling. both of Murray•.
about
in Europe.
national security strategy, as prospects for an early end to the
Sotne officials in Germany reflected in the substantial arms negotiati
ons.
Joe Wayne Colson
and other U.S. allies in Europe reductions being negotiated with
The bombs in Europe are a
The funeral for Joe Wayne Colson will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in
are advocating a withdrawal, cit- Russia in a replacement for the
sensitive subject because they
the chapel of the Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Ken Henderso
n ing President Barack Obarna's 1991 Strategic Arms Reductio
n reflect a long-standing U.S. milwill officiate. Burial will follow in the Benton Church of Christ
call last year for a nuclear-free Treaty, or START.
itary and political commitment
• Cemetery, Benton. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m.
world. But the U.S. is putting off
That negotiation does not to the defense of its European
today (Monday).
an early decision, preferring to apply to the U.S. nuclear
allies. who have relied on the
Expressions of sympathy be made to the Marshall County
consult within NATO,starting at weapons in Europe, which are
U.S. nuclear "umbrella" as an
. Hospital Auxiliary. P.O. Box 630, Benton, KY 42025.
a meeting of foreign ministers in categorized as "nonstrategic"
alternative to developing their
Mr. Colson, 66, of Benton, died Thursday, March II, 2010, at
April
that
Secretary
of
State because they are short-range own nuclear weapons.
,10:45 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital in Benton. He was selfHillary Rodliam Clinton plans to bombs designed to be launched
.!, employed as a woodworker. He attended the Bethel Tabernacl
Washington has a similar
e in attend, according to several by fighter jets
based in Europe commitment to Asian allies.
Paducah.
.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Lyman Colson and Julia Obama administration officials. - including by NATO mem- including Japan and South
The officials discussed the bens' jets.
, Lunelle Brooks Phillips, and husband, Mozelle. Murray.
Korea. but it has maintained that
Ivo Daalder, the U.S. ambas- role with U.S.-based long-range
Survivors include one daughter, Monica Jo Inglish and husband, matter on condition of anonymity
because details are secret and sador to NATO, said on Feb. 23 nuclear
David, Symsonia; two stepsons, William Marvin Hall and James
weapons. Asia-based
the administration is in the midst that the review "will not make U.S.
. David Hall, both of Benton; six grandchildren, Brendan, Ryan
nuclear arms were withand of an internal review of the role any decisions
that preclude any drawn in the early 1990s by
• Elli Inglish, all of Symsonia, Emily Lynn, Paducah, Andrew
Hall.
Paducah and Lexi Hall, Murray; one great-grandchild; one sister, and purpose of the U.S. nuclear option with respect to nuclear President George H.W. Bush.
arsenal.
The estimated 200 weapons and NATO."
, Brenda Oakley and husband, Bruce, Murray.
The U.S. goverrunent as a
weapons in Europe are a fraction
The START negotiations aim matter of policy will not confirm
of that total.
to reduce U.S. and Ru.ssian long- the location of U.S. nuclear
• Donald L Stom
Results of the review, origi- range nuclear weapons, such as weapons,
Donald L. Stom, 80, died Friday. March 12, 2010 at the
but it is well known
Tennessee State Veteran's Home in Humboldt,Tenn. He retired from nally due to Congress in intercontinental ballistic mis- that the sites in Europe are in
the A.N.R. Pipeline Company based in Cottage
Grove, Tenn., after 32 years. He was an Army veteran of the Korean Conflict and also a member of
Russell Chapel United Methodist Church.
HELENA, Mont. (AP) - out of shame at what had hap- even convince
d his therapist to
Survivors include his wife, Shirley Sue Stom of Inmate Michael Murphy usually
pened. One small mistake often have sex with him, and was able
Murray; three sons, Michael Stom and wife, Debbie, started by seeking a small
favor. led to something else.
to arrange one-on-one meetings
. Monty Stom and special friend, Reva Miller, and James T. "Bubba" That would
often lead to a kiss
Experts say there is a culture with her even though prison
Nance and wife, Wina. all of Murray; two sisters. Henryetta Camp or love letters.
And in at least of silence in the prisons that officials knew of his past
history
and Leola Lafser and husband, Ray, all of Murray; one brother. five cases,
he convinced female makes it difficult for female with female workers.
Mitchell Stom and wife. Carolyn, Kirksey; six grandchildren, Nikki prison employee
s to have sex guards to come forward with
Cover-up charges were filed
Stom. Shelby Brittian, Parker Nance. Carlie Nance. Dillion Nance, with him
or do other illegal problems before they spin out of against one of the
female prison
Addicen Nance. and Chris Swift; two great-grandchildren, Katie and favors.
control.
workers. Murphy, 36, faced no
Michael Swift; extended family. lace Holten and Will Schwettman.
In each of those cases, the
Documen
ts detailing the state charges. He is serving time for
as well as several nieces and nephews.
female corrections employees investigation into Murphy's
theft, forgery arid other charges.
Mr. Stom was preceded in death by his parents, Ear! and Mable were caught,
shamed and forced liaisons show he persuaded at
No sexual assault charges
Donna Jones Stom; a son, Marty Lynn Stom; and a sister. Earleen out of a
job, according to docu- least five Montana female were filed
at the time against the
Thurmond.
ments detailing an investigation prison employees to break the
women due to lack of evidence.
A memorial service will be Thursday, March 18, 2010 at 7 p.m. by
Montana prison officials and rules over several years. He accordin
g to the documents.
in the chapel of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home in Murray with obtained
by The Associated
Bro. Roy Yoakem officiating. Visitation will be Thursday from 4 to Press
after an open-records law7 p.m. Thursday at the funeral home.
suit.
. Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Fossett Cemetery
The female officers described
Fund, c/o Ruth Donelson. 1015 Rowlett Trail, Murray, KY 42071
Murphy as the aggressor, even
or the Sugar Creek Baptist Church Building Fund. 1888 Faxon Rd.,
as the predator. But that makes
Investments Sinee 1854
pm...L..4. as of 5.a.in.
• Murray, KY 42071.
no difference in either state or
federal penitentiaries, where
prison employees - male or
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Belgium, the Netherlands,
Germany. Italy and Turkey. The
U.S. has had nuclear arms in
Europe since the 1950s.
Hans M. Kristensen, director
of the Nuclear Information
Project at the Federation of
American Scientists, which
advocates nuclear arms control,
believes the administration is
inclined to remove the nuclear
weapons from Europe but wants
to take a cautious approach.
"The Obama administration
came in with a strong pledge to
mend ties with the allies. and so
the last thing it wants to be seen
to do is to make a decision over
the heads of the allies," he said.
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Motion Fitness
Festival and Baby
Expo scheduled
T h e
2 0 I 0
Murray In
Motion
Fitness
t
ik*
fluaaaa;La.
Festival
ana Baby
Expo is
scheduled for Saturday, April
17, from 9 to 11:30 a.m. at
Murray
State
University
Regional Special Events Center.
Over 1000 people participated
in the Fitness Festival activities
in both 2008 and 2009, and officials are hoping to continue to
this opportunity for conununity
outreach.
In addition, the group will be
partnering with the Baby Expo
this year in support of their mission to promote and ensure a
healthy start in life for every
child, birth to 5 years, by
increasing parent knowledge or
early childhood development.
erthancing parenting skills and
providing resources and educational support to parents.
Persons are invited to participate in a variety of ways including encouraging employees to
take advantage of the fun and
healthy activities. Information
in the forrn of flyers, paycheck
stuffers, e-mail text or letters
will be distributited. Persons
may also contribute by provid-

ing a healthy activity or information at one of the many
booths. donating prizes or giveaways, or becoming a monetary
sponsor.
The 2010 Fitness Festival will
include:
Free Community Health
Screenings: blood lipid profile
(requires 12 hour fast), diabetes,
glaucoma. osteoporosis. blood
pressure, pulmonary function,
derma-scan. prostate cancer,
body mass index and more.
Metric Century (60 and 30
mile bike ride). Please contact
Lance
Allison
at
lallison@mymurray.com for
separate registration information.
Information booths on a variety of health topics and conununity services for adults as well
as those families who are
expecting, or have, a baby or
toddler.
Rock climbing wall (SI per
climb) and inflatable toys.
Opportunities for prizes and
giveaways for everyone.
Event t-shirt to the first 400
participants.
For more information, contact
Cathy Morris, City of Murray.
Melissa Ross, Murray Calloway
County Hospital or Michelle
Hansen. Calloway County
Family Resource Center.

Shirley Wade, second
Bridge will be held at the club
on Wednesday. March 17, at
9:30 a.m.
Ladies are asked to call
Carolyn Greenfield, hostess, at
phone 759-9848 to sign up for
play on Wednesday.

March Madness Sale
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Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Bur-keen
Community
Editor

Photo provided
PRACTICING: Joetta Kelly, left, and Gail Vinson are pictured
practicing their new quilting skills at the February meeting of
the Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club.

WIC Program provides
healthier food choices

The WIC Program is a federal nutrition program administered by the United States
Department of Agriculture. It
provides, without cost to the
recipient, supplemental foods
and
nutrition
education
designed to address the nutritional needs of low-income
pregnant, breastfeeding or postpartum women, infants and children up to age five who are at
nutritional risk.
Revisions have been made to
the food packages provided to
participants enrolled in the WIC
Program. The new food packages better meet the nutntional
needs of WIC participants and
align with the 2005 Dietary
Guidelines for Amencans and
infant feeding practice guidelines of the American Academy
of Pediatrics. The new food provide WIC participants with a
wider variety affords including
fresh fruits and vegetables and
whole grains and promote and
support establishment of successful, long-term breastfeeding.
The new food packages
address public health nutritionrelated issues. The new food
packages for women and children provide less saturated fat
and cholesterol than before
because they provide less milk,
eggs and cheese. Reduced fat.
low fat or fat free milk is provided for women and children two
years of age or older. The new
packages provide more fiber
through the addition of whole

Ladies of the Oaks
The Ladies of the
Country Club held their regularly scheduled bridge play on
Wednesday. March 10, at the
club house.
Mary Alice Smith, hostess.
announced the following winners:
Bronda Parker, first

Spring Into Green: Garden
Edition work.shop Wednesday

'
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• Beds To Bloom
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www.rollingh.com
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grains including whole grain
bread, brown rice, or whole
grain tortillas. Participants also
have more whole grain cereal
choices. Participants also have
the option to choose canned
beans as a substitute for dry
beans. Tofu or cheese can be
substituted for milk.
The food packages for
infants now include the addition
of baby food fruits and vegetables for infants who are six
months of age and older. Infant
juice is no longer provided.
Variable quantities of formula
are provided for the non-breastfed infant based on the age of
the infant.
The new food packages support the nutrition message,
"Babies are meant to be breastfed" by providing a reduced
quantity of formula to partially
breastfed infants and additional
haby foods including fruits, vegetables and meats to fully
hreastfed infants. The food
packages for breastfeeding
mothers provide additional
quantities and types of food as
stronger incentives for continued breastfeeding. Canned
salmon, sardines and mackerel
are new alternatives for additional
protein. Additional
amounts of canned beans or
peanut butter have also been
added.
The new food packages reinforce nutrition messages provided to WIC participants. For
example, "Eat more fruits and
vegetables", "Decrease intake of
saturated fat", and "Increase
consumption of whole grains
and fiber". These new food
packages allow more flexibility
in prescribing an appropriate
food package that will meet the
dietary needs of participants.

Hickory Woods
Retirement Cent•r

HAPPIENING11

'The second Spring into Green workshop
will feature various aspects of gardening at
the area-wide event on Wednesday at MidContinent University, Cougar Center and
classroom building. 99 F. Powel Rd.,
!Mayfield. Registration will begin at 9 a.m.
Sessions include: Hummingbirds, IceDamaged Treas - Repair or Replace,
Container Gardening, Garden to Pantry and
Flower Arranging. For a registration form
and more information contact the Calloway
County Latension Office, 310 S. 4th St.,
Murray, phone 753-1452.

Kirksey Lodge will meet

Kirksey Lodge 170 of Woodmen of the world
Will meet Tuesday at the Youth Lodge (Camp WOW) located on
KY. 641 North. Brian Mills, local lodge coordinator, will take the
group on a tour of the Youth Camp. Also a wiener roast will be held
and each one is asked to bring a dessert. For information call 4354160

Calloway Alumni and Associates to meet

Calloway Alumni and Associates will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. at
tom's Pizza. The group will draw from applications submitted by
Calloway County Middle School teachers for a $50 American
Express gift card. All interested persons are invited to attend. For
more information regarding involvement with the group contact
Chaz E. Robinson president at 293-2091 or e-mail
crobinso@crobinsontechnologycom.

Tiger Booster Club to meet
Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet Wednesday a 5:30 p.m. at
Murray High School. All coaches. sports representatives, parents
and other interested persons are encouraged to attend.

Davis will present program

Jasmine Davis, 2009 graduate of Murray State University and
former vocalist with the MSU Jazz Band, is scheduled to present
the program at the nieeting of the Music Departrnent of the Murray
Woman's Club on Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the club house. Hostesses
will be Virginia Randolph, Norma Paschall. Janet Caldwell, Kay
Ray and Jennie Robertson. Pat Conner, chair of the department,
urges all members to attend.

Retired Hospital retirees to meet

Retired employees ot the Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
meet Tuesday' at 11 a.m. at the Big Apple. All retired employees are
invited. For information call 492-8640.

AARP meeting Thesday
Murray-Calloway County Chapter of the Amencan Association
of Retired Persons (AARP) will meet Tuesday at 11:30 a.m. for
lunch and the meeting to start at noon at the Weaks Community
Center. David Foley will present a program on -Electrical Safety."
All persons 50 older, are invited to attend and to join the chapter.

Masonic lodge will meet
Murray Laxige #I05 of Free and Accepted Masons win meet
Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall. A potluck meal will he
served at 6:30 p.m. For information call 753-9080.

Dexter meeting Tuesday
Dexter town meeting will be Tuesday at 6 p.m. at Dexter Baptist
Church Activity building, located right behind Dexter Post Office.
Guests will include Calloway Sheriff Bill Marcum and several
candidates running for public offices. A po'luck meal will be served.
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Diabetes Class Tuesday

The Diabetes Self-Managerrient Class will meet Tuesday and
Wednesday from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the Center for Health
and ;
Wellness classroom. For more information, or to sign up for
the(
classes. call 762-1806 or 1-800-822-1840. ext. 1806. Pre-regis
tration is required.

Al-Anon meeting tonight

Al-Anon will meet Monday at 6:30 p.m. at University Church ot
Christ, located at the comer of US 641 North and Ky 121
Bypass.
Murray. Those attending are asked to enter through the rear d(x)r
located on the west side of the church. The only requirement is
that
there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or
Mend.

Support group will meet
The Death of a Parent Support Group will meet
tonight
(Monday) at 7 p.m. For more information contact Stephani
e
Cunningham at 753-6646.

by Annita Peeler
we took a road trip this week to
TOPS meeting Thesday
Aunt Bertha's Pantry and
Murray Chapter of TOPS #6I6 will meet Tuesday from 9
ilandvivaving on Hwy. 94 West.
to 10
a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For
We had two very brave men go
informaalong to keep us ladies in line.
tion call Sheila at 227-1723.
Howard Bazzell took his headphones to listen to the Kentucky
Art Guild plans exhibition
basketball game while the ladies
The opening reception for the Murray Art Guild's annual
enjoyed the weaving demonstrajuried
exhibition. Visual Evidence, will be Sunday at 2 p.m. at the
tion. It was David Shelton's first
Miller
Conference Center and Visitors Bureau and will be shown
trip with us and I know it was
until
March 26. For more information contact the Guild at 753-405
quite an experience for him. but he
9 or email murrayartguild@murray-ky.nei
seemed to take it all in stride. The
lunch was absolutely delicious
with all homemade breads, sandLaker Band has fundraiser
wiches. candy and cinnamon rolls.
Calloway County High School Laker Band
is selling
Everyone had a great time and we
Butterbraids with all proceeds to apply towards the
band's 4-yearknow we'll be visiting Aunt
trip to San Antonio, Texas, this April. Flavors
Bertha again real soon.
available are
Strawberry Cream Cheese and Blueberry Cream Cheese
Happy Birthdays this week go
and sell for
each.
Orders
Sill
can
be
made with any Laker Band student or
out to Charlie Betts and Marion
parent or call the band room at 762-7395. The deadline date to
Brown. Happy Birthday to you
order is
Monday. March 15.
both and many more!!!
This week I'd like to recognize
all of our resident assistants that
MHS Basketball Banquet scheduled
work the day shift: Teresa Oakley.
The Murray High School Basketball Banquet will be
'Tuesday'.
Debbie Hargrove, Diane Vernot,
Apnl 13, at 6 p.m. at the Murray State University Curris
Center.
Sharon Hiebert, Brenda Green and
Tigers, Lady Tigers. cheerleaders and the dance team will
Sandra Carman. They are very.
be recogTickets
nized.
are
on
sale
for
$13
each
at
the
MHS office and the
caring and compassionate bui at
deadline for purchasing tickets is Thursday, April I. No
the same time they are very organtickets will
sold
be
at
the
door. For more information contact Monica
ized in a.ssisting the residents with
Evans at
Murray High School at 753-5202.
their medications. We really don't
tell them enough how much we
appreciate their daily devotion to
Senior Citizens planning trip
caring for our residents. Thank
Murray Calloway Senior Citizens Center is sponsori
ng a 4
you for all you do everyday!
days/3 nights trip to Biltmore Estate and Ashevile, N.C.,
on June 7...Nothing else looks or feels like
10.
The
cost of the trip will be S345 per person, based on
home but we come close
double
occupancy. A 575 deposit is due at the time you sign up. For
1:11erback Rd. • Murray, Ky
detailed
information contact Teri Cobb, activities director, at 753-092
Phone, 12701 758-8700 • 1-888-231-5014
9.
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By STEPHEN OHLEMACHER
ikssociated Press Writer
ARKERSBURG, W.Va.(AP)— The retirement nest egg
of an entire generation is stashed awa) in this small town
along the Ohio River: $2.5 trillion in IOUs from the federal government. payable to the Social Security Administration.
It's time to start cashing them in.
. For more than two decades, Social Secunty collected more
gamy in payroll taxes than it paid out in benefits — billions
more each year.
!• Not anymore. This. year, for the first time since the 1980s.
when Congress last overhauled Social Security, the retirement
in-ogram is projected to pay out more in benefits than it collects
in taxes -- nearly $29 billion more.
Sounds like a good time to start tapping the nest egg. To() bad
the federal government already spent that money over the years
on other prOgrams, preferring to borrow from Social Secunty
'father than foreign creditors. In retum, the Treasury Department
fssued a stack of IOUs — in the form of Treasury bonds —
Which are kept in a nondescript office building just down the
Street from Parkersburg's municipal offices.
Now the govemment will have to borrow even more money.
much of a abroad. to start paying back the IOUs. and the timing
couldn't be worse. The government is projected to post a record
S1.5 trillion budget deficit this year, followed by trillion dollar
'deficits for years to come.
' Social Security's shortfall will not affect current benefits. As
long as the IOUs last, benefits will keep flowing. But experts
say it is a warning sign that the program's finances are detenorating. Social Security is projected to drain its trust funds by
2037 unless Congress acts, and there's concern that the loomine
crisis will lead to reduced benefits.
"This is not just a wake-up call. this is it. We're here," said
Mary Johnson. a policy analyst with The Senior Citizens
Eeague, an advocacy group."We are not going to be able to put
it off any more."
For more than two decades, regardless of which political party
was in power. Congress has been accused of raiding the Social
Security trust funds to pay for other programs, masking the size
-pf the budget deficit.
. Remetnber Al Gore's "lockbox," the one he was going to use
protect Social Security? The fonner vice president talked
about it so much dunng the 20(X) presidential campaign that he
*as parodied on "Saturday Night Live."
Gore lost the election and never got his lockbox. But to illustrate the government's commitment to repaying Social Security.
the Treasury Department has been issuing special bonds that
earn interest for the retirement program. The bonds are unique
hecause they are actually printed on paper, v.tile other government bonds exist only in electronic form.
They. are stored in d three-ring binder. locked in the bottom
drawer of a white metal filing cabinet in the Parkersburg offices
sof Bureau of Public Debt. The agency, which is part of the
Treasury Department, opened offices in Parkersburg in the
j950s as part of a plan to locate important government functions
away from Washington,.D,C.,,in case,of im attack during the
Cold War.
One bond is worth a little mom than $15.1 billion and another is valued at just under $10.7 billion. In all, the agency has
about $2.5 trillion in bonds. all backed by the full faith a_nd credit of the U.S. government. But don't bother trying to steal them;
they're nonnegotiable. which means they. are worthless on the
open tnarket.
More than 52 million people receive old age or disability benefits from Social Security. The average benefit for retirees is a
.kttle under $1,200 a month. Disabled workers get an average of
$1,100 a month.
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MICROCHIPS: Kathy Visser, left, owner of Visser Oaks Farm in Puryear, Tenn.,
watches as workers implant Willow. a miniature donkey, with a microchip identification device.'The American Donkey
and Mule Society requires some form of permanent
identification, so Visser brought Willow and three other miniature donkeys to Murray
Saturday to be microchipped at the Animal
Health Technology Day at Murray State University.

i

Census forms to arrive
By HOPE YEN
called "good news.- Still, hc
Associated Press Writer
remained particularly conWASHINGTON IAP) — Let cerned about motivating young
the count begin.
adults, who were lagging other
More than 120 million U.S. groups. Many twenty-somecensus forms begin arriving things now on their own were
Monday in mailboxes around living with their parents in
the country, in the govern- 2000, so they haven't had the
ment's once-a-decade popula- experience of filling out census
tion count that will be used to forms.
divvy up congressional seats
"If the American public
and more than $400 billion in comes through in the way
federal aid. Fast-growing states everyone is capable of, we'll
in the South and the West could have a great census." Groves
stand to lose the most because said.
of lower-than-average mail parThe next few weeks will be
ticipation rates in 2000 and critical. Even as it aims high,
higher shares of Hispanics and the Census Bureau predicts that
young adults, who are among maybe two-thirds of U.S.
the least likely to mail in their households will mail in the
forms.
fonrn. That's because it faces
.Did those $2.5 million Super special challenges of growing
Blowl ads work? Stay tuned.
U.S. apathy toward surveys,
"When you receive your 2010 residents displaced by a high
census, please fill it out• and number of foreclosures, as well
mail it back," said Census as immigrants who have
Bureau director Robert Groves, become more distrustful of govwho was set to kick off the ernment workers amid a cracknstional mail-in campaign down on illegal immigration.
Monday in Phoenix, Anz.. a
From May until July, it will
state which could gain up to send census-takers to each
two U.S. House scats because home that doesn•t reply by
of. rapid immigrant growth in mail, which sometimes leads to
the last decade.
more inaccurate responses.
Groves is urging cities and
In 2000, Florida. Georgia,
states to promote the census and Nevada. Arizona, Texas and
intprove upon rates in 2000, North Carolina each had belowwhen about 72 percent of U.S. average mail participation rates
households returned their of less than 70 percent, accordf?rms. If everyone who ing to newly released census
receives a census form mails it data. Since then. many of these
back, the government would states have seen higher rates of
save an estimated $1.5 billion foreclosures and rapid gmwth
in follow-up visits.
of Hispanics or blacks. who are
Speaking in an interview, often more reluctant to tum in
droves said real-time census their forms. Each of these states
data showed public awareness stand to gain at least one U.S.
orthe 2010 count had improved House seat, with Texas picking
since January to levels similar up as many as four.
to 2C00 at this point, which he

KINpERGARTEN
REGISTRATION

Attention
Parents:
Ea st. C.allowa y
E`E rrentary School

Registration for Calloway County Schools'
2010-2011 Primary 1 / Kindergarten Program
Children who will be five (5) years of age or, or before
October 1, 2010 are eligible to attend Calloway County's
full day Primary 1 Kindergarten program.

Flad
Cracrelt,
270-762-7325

North Ca forway
ternenta ty Sch

27?-762.- 7335

Thursday, March 18,2010
9:00 am & 5:00-7:00 pm
School Cafeteria
Southwest Caficrway
: Elerreentary School
34e245Wsw." vli2e "
eel.,00:7

Parents should bring the following items:
• A copy of the state certified birth certificate
(Hospital birth (end:Late cannot be accepted

• An up-to-date Kentucky Certificate of Immunization
• A copy of the student's Social Security card
• A

Kentucky Preventative Health Care Exarnination form
(Phys+cals dated pror to August 4,2009 cannot be act epted;

- CALLOWAY
COUNTY-.
S&VO
• , LS• •
WWW,CALLOWAY,KYSCHOOLS.US

• A Kentucky Eye Examination Form completed by an
optometrist or opthalmologist will be required by Jan. 1, 20
• A Kentucky Dental Screening Examination Form completed
by a dentist,dental hygienist, physician, registered nurse,
advanced registered nurse practitioner,or physician assistant
will be required by Jan. 1,2011.

NA • Monday. March 15, 2010
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2nd Four
Rivers Walk
to Cure
Diabetes set
Special to the Ledger
Fhe Kentuckiana Chapter of
the Juvenile Diabetes Research
Foundation
(JDRF)
has
announced its 2nd Four Rivers
Walk to Cure Diabetes scheduled for Saturday, Apnl 24, at
Noble Park in Paducah. On
Walk day activities will begin
at 1 p.m. with the Walk starting
at 2:30 p.m.
A group of energized and car
ing volunteers are partnenng
with the Kentuckiana Chapter
of the JDRF to plan the Walk.
Ashley and Tom Shadoan, parents of 13 ye,ar old Parker who
has type 1 diabetes. are serving
as co-chairs of the Walk committee. "We are excited about
joining with other concerned
individuals and businesses in
the area to introduce this event
to increase the awareness of the
senousness of type I (juvenile)
diabetes and enable more
advancements to occur with
diabetes research," said Tom
Shadoan.
Ashley Shadoan
added that "The Four Rivers
Walk will be a great opportunity for families affected with
diabetes to connect with each
other, too. We invite farnilies,
corporations and schools to
step up and get involved--volunteer, be a sponsor. form a
team and/or initiate a JDRF
school program."
The committee has set a goal
of raising at least $100,0130 for
diabetes research. Residents
can go online now at
www.jdriorg and register for
the Four Rivers Walk to Cure
Diabetes, or reach out to the
Shadoans at(270)534-0667.
"We are encouraged by the
Walk sponsorship demonstration of good corporate citizenship but welcome other busi-.
nesses to join us wit1),.• this'
important endeavor," sad Tom
Shadoan.
The Walk to Cure Diabetes is
the fastest growing fund-raising event in the history of the
Juvenile Diabetes Research
Foundation International. Last
year $100 million was raised by
more than 500,000 people in
more than 200 cities worldwide.
"Because of events like our
Walk to Cure Diabetes and so
many supportive businesses
and individuals, JDRF has been
able to fund more than $1.4 billion of diabetes research which
is getting results and improving
and saving lives," said Todd
Ashton. volunteer and president of the JDRF Kentuckiana
Chapter.
JDRF is the leading funder
and advocate of type I diabetes
research worldwide.
The
organization was founded in
1970 by parents of children
with type 1 (juvenile) diabetes
to find a cure for diabetes and
its complications through the
support of research.
Type I diabetes is an autoimmune disease which strikes
children and adults suddenly,
makes them insulin dependent
for life and carries the threat of
serious complications. Insulin
is not a cure for diabetes nor
does it prevent complications.
Nearly 24 million Americans
have diabetes. 3 million with
the more severe form—type 1.
Since inception, JDRF has
funded more than $1.4 billion
of diabetes research with more
than 80 percent(86 percent last
year) of expenses supporting
diabetes research and diabetesrelated education.
For more information, go to
www.jdrf.org or call 14466485-9397.

Duncan says
more than
math, reading
important

of
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NEW COLOR: Marton Taylor. freshman iournaltsm major from LoutswIle,
rolls a fresh coat of paint onto one of the walls at the
Wesley at Murray retirement community Saturday. Taylor and other college
students with the Wesley Foundation at Murray
State University spent the morning painting common rooms in the facility Residents had
previously voted on what colors they
wanted to replace the white walls.

A

WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Barack Obazna's proposal to overhaul education
standards championed by his
predecessor aims to broaden
the focus beyond math and
reading to "a well-rounded education," Education Secretaw
irei,
Arne Duncan says.
Reading and math are impcirtant, but so are social studiciv
science. the arts and recetti.1:
.Duncan said Monday on AB(7)::
"Good Morning Amenca."
"We're looking to make sorrel.;
pretty dramatic changes here;:i
Duncan said.
The proposal would overha4:.
the Bush administration's
Child Left Behind" pmgrad:
Rattier than focusing on gra
level proficiency as the c
law does, it would seek 0;47
ensure students are ready
college or a job. Duncan saicrit4
also would give educators mo&
fleDxuibniclan
ity.
said the adrninistration hopes Congress will pass
the measure this year.

U.S. missionary detained in Haiti returns to Idaho
BOISE, Idaho(AP) — A U.S. singing "Amazing Grace."
missionary who was released
Coulter is a diabetic and had
from a Haiti jail last week has medical difficulties during her
returned to her home in Idaho five-week confinement. She was
after spending several days treated at least once during that
recuperating in Florida.
time, on Feb. 1, by American
Charisa Coulter, 24, arrived doctors after collapsing from
Saturday night at the Boise what she said was either severe
Airport. where her father. sever- dehydration or the flu.
al other Idaho missionaries who
She was freed March 8 but
had been detained, and dozens spent about six days in Florida
of others welcomed her by recuperating after leaving Haiti.

Coulter said she was happy to
be home but sad to leave behind
her friend Laura Silsby, who
remains in custody.
"1 told her I loved her and that
it was just a matter of time
before she was here," Coulter
said of Silsby.
Coulter and Silsby were
among 10 Baptist missionaries,
mostly from Idaho, who were
detained Jan. 29 trying to talce

33 children out of Haiti after a
devastating earthquake.
The other eight were released
Feb. 17.
"We are 10 Christians who
obeyed God's calling, and we
went to help the nation of Haiti
and its children," Coulter said
Saturday night. "It didn't go the
way we planned. It's hard to
understand."
Judge Bernard Saint-Vil said

he has until early May to decide
whether to release Silsby or
order a trial.
"It's all in God's hands."H
Coulter said. "I don't kno.inn
We're just going to sit back. atritt:
we're going to let him do
Kim Barton. Silsby's sistqq:
released a statement asking patiP;
ple to pray. for Silsby while st.
remains in custody.
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CELEBRATING A CENTURY
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL

GRAND OPENING
COMMUNITY TOURS & HEALTH SCREENINGs
Saturday, March 20
11:00 am - 2:00 pm
South Tower - Vine Street Entrance
RSVP for a tour b.
)calling 270.762.1381 or 270.762.11
e-mail grartdopening@murraykospital.org

Free Screenings:
Blood Sugar

miiie

Breast Screetung.
awl More!
Vidt the
4411-prites. too!

GRAND OPENING CEREMONY
Sunday, March 21
2:00 prri
Smith Tower - Vine Street Entrance
Ribbon Cutting immediately foliou'ing ceremony

hors d'oeuvres

door prizes

glve-a-u.)ays

RSVP to 270.762.1381 or 270.762.1102
Or, e-mail to grandopeningqinurrayho

Additional parking ttuttiiibitk,
Christ, with fro 0110*
Trartsit Authority
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• ice. What counts a
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what we do for others
— Anonymous
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SECTION B
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NCAA TOURNAMENT:
(1) KENTUCKY VS.
(16)EAST TENNESSEE STATE
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WHEN: Thursday, 1:30 p.m. WHERE: HP Pavilion; San Jose, Calif.
Who:(4) Vanderbilt vs. (13) Murray State

Kentucky
draws tough
East bracket
CALIPARI: 6OUR
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By JEFFREY McMURRAY
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Huddled with his
teammates around the television in coach John
Calipari's living room, Kentucky freshman
DeMarcus Cousins demonstratively expressed
his disapproval over the tough road the SEC
champions face to reach the Final Four.
"What?" said Cousins, throwing his arms in
the air as some of Kentucky's potential opponents in the NCAA tournament's East Regional
were announced Sunday.
The Wildcats(32-2) got the No. 1 seed on the
strength of their Southeastem Conference regular
season and toumament championships, but opposite them as the No. 2 seed in their region is West
Virginia, the Big East tournament champion.
After Ohio State was announced as the No. 2
seed in the Midwest, opposite top-seeded
Kansas, Calipari told his players: "We wanted
Ohio State."
Along with seeing West Virginia in the same
bracket, setting up a potential regional final in
Syracuse, N.Y., Calipari also expressed surprise
in some potential earlier matchups. Assuming
Kentucky gets past 16th-seeded East TenneSsee
State on Thursday, the Wildcats draw a tough
second-round game against Wake Forest Of
Texas, which was at one time ranked No. I.
"Our little corner of the world is hartl;
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le See WILDCATS,28
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Tmes
M11.11-ray State junior guard B.J. Jenkins picks up both OVC regular season
and championship trophies once it was announced that
tfte Racers would play Vanderbilt in the first round of the NCAA Tournamen
t, The Racers got the No. 13 seed, while Vandy is the 4th
sied. The two teams will play Thursday at 1:30 p.m. in San Jose at HP Pavilion.

ancin' wit
the 'Dores
RACERS GET 13 SEED,
WILL FACE VANDERBILT
IN FIRST ROUND

,

MICHAEL DANN i Ledger 8 Times

(Above) Racer Nation joined the Murray State men's basketball team
before the announcement of MSU playing Vanderbilt in the first round of
the NCAA Tournament Thursday in San Jose. A CBS crew from Louisvilie
wits at the RSEC to broadcast a live feed for the Selection Sunday show.
(telow) Danero Thomas. along with A J. Wiison (left) and Georges Fotso
c lebrate the announcement of the Racers playing Vanderbilt in San Jose
T ursday at HP Pavilion.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Good team. Deep. Wellcoached. Good post guys.
Those could be anyone's
impressions when asked to sum
up the Murray. State Racers.
Instead, it was the first thing that
popped into Billy Kennedy's
mind when he saw his team associated with Vanderbilt in the first
mund of the NCAA Tournament.
The fourth-year head coach
and his No. I 3-seeded squad will
board a plane Tuesday and head
for sunny Califomia where they
will play No. 20 Vanderbilt at
1:30 p.m. CDT Thursday.
For those with their clocks
already adjusted to Pacific time,
the Racers and Commodores will
actually tip off at I 1:30 a.m.
Kennedy also said, to him.. the
seed wasn't a problem. But playing a good friend, like Vandy
head coach Kevin Stallings, is.
"Kevin is a good friend and I
have great respect for him,"
Kennedy said. "We're excited to
be playing. Vanderbilt is a very
good team. l'heir post guys are
very tough and present a lot of
problems. They are extremely
well-coached and we actually just
got done practicing at Varidy's
place in Nashville (for the OVC
Tournament).
"We'll have to go there and
play extremely well against a
very good Vanderbilt team."
Despite the Commodores
!wing the NCAA's No. 4 seed in

NCAA Tournament
murray State vs.
Vanderbilt
•
3C, p m Thursday
Whom
PaviIron (San Jose, Ca1111
Sartre Record: Vanderbilt leads 3-1
Piwords: MSU 30-4, VU 24-8
Una Vanderbitt s a 4 5 point favorite
Lad Illosdor Vandy beat MSU 74-57
back in 1988
Rom& Murray State has one win in
the four games That came in 1946 at
home, when MSU won 53-34

SEC CHAMPIONSHIP:
ICENTUCKY 75,
MISSISSIPPI STATE 74 «Yr)

Final-second
heroics lift
Wildcats
KENTUCKY WINS
FIRST SEC TOURNEY
SINCE 2004
By MUSA AL WADER
AP Sports Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — John Calipari
only had questions once he and his Kentucky
Wildcats finished celebrating their Southeastem
Conference tournament championship.
"How did we win this game? How did we go
to overtime? I don't know." Calipari said.
Credit his fantastic freshmen who scored to get
them to overtime and then won the game, even if
they celebrated a little prematurely.
John Wall scored seven of his 15 points in
overtime, and No. 2 Kentucky rallied from five
down with 2:28 left in regulation to beat
Mississippi State 75-74 on Sunday. The Wildcats
rewarded their faithful by adding their 26th SEC
toumament championship and an automatic berth
to the NCAA tournament to their 44th regular
season title.
Two down, one to go?
That might be why the Wildcats ran around the
arena waving and yelling with their fans without
ever cutting down a net
"We will cut down nets." Calipari promised.

the West Bracket, Kennedy said
his team isn't concerned about the
matchup.
"They don't care where we
play, who we play. They think we
can beat anybody," he said.
BJ. Jenkins echoed many of
those same sentiments, but when
asked about becoming the first
Murray State team since 1988 to
win a first-round NCAA
Tournament game. the junior
guard had a hard time coming up
with an answer.
"1988," he said. "I wasn't
even bom in 1988 — that was 22
years ago."
Still, Jenkins, like many of the
Racers that joined a few hundred
others at the Regional Special
Events Center Sunday, spent their
time checking up on text messages and sharing a whisper
between each other about potential matchups or sites.
"I've had 17 text messages, a
DAVE MARTIN / AP
couple of missed calls," Jenkins
said. "I did answer the call from Kentucky's Demarcus Cousins, left. celebrates with teammate John Wall following
•See RACERS,28
Sunday's SEC championship win.
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Page 1B
my Mom. You have to answer
,,,y4len mom calls. Everyone is
eaciied. think this is big for us
and,personally. I didn't care who
our opponent was. 1 was just
happy to see our name pop up on
the screen."
-This will be Kennedy's second
top to the NCAA Tournament as
a head coach. He also took
Southeastern Louisiana in 2003. 04 and said, despite having some
experienc,e, the feelings never
-change.
"You're just churning," he
•
saicL"You're thinking about what
• ybo have to do to win. What you
'.16I've to do to prepare to beat a
• gobd, Vandy team. That's really
it."
• And despite being 120 miles
front the Vanderbilt campus,
Kennedy doesn't feel like that
his team any advantage
• heading into Thursday's game.
"I don't think it matters." he
• said. "We've had enough time to
• prepare and on the flip side, we
; might know too much about
: them. We know how good they
:
;

Jermaine Beal leads the
Commodore scoring attack at
14.7 points a game. He is joined
in double figwes by Ai. Ogilvy
(13.4), Jeffery Taylor (13.4) and
John Jenkins (10.9). Ogilvy is
averaging a team-best 6.2
rebounds a conte,st.
Danero Thomas, one of three
seniors on the team, was looking
for.vard to a return trip to his
hometown of New Orleans and.
i.vhile he's not upset, he is looking
for one more box to check off.
"We have a deep team and
we've had 34 really good games
this year. Hopefully' No. 35 will
be the best though," Thomas said.
Kennedy, also a native of
Louisiana, isn't going to mind the
sunshine of California and, while
it will make it tough for many of
Racer Nation to come along,
Kennedy provides a simple
answer.
"We could have played this
game at Clarksville (Tenn.) High
and I think Vandy fans would
have been happy and our fans
would have be,en happy," he said.

Dumping cable
has never
been easier.
.s

s No equipment to buy.
No start-up costs.
Get DIRECTV today.
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NATiONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Sunday's Scores
Ely The Asso,istecl,
eas
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
SEC Championship
Kenryck.r
Messssipp. S?
ACC Championship

MICHAEL DANN / Leoger & Times

Amlr Abdur-Rahlm playfully spins around
Anna Cate
Kennedy, the daughter of Racer head
coach Billy
Kennedy as Anna Cate's mother, Mary. looks
on prior to
Sunday's Racer Dance Party at the Region
al Special
Events Center.

About: Racers
A brief look at
Murray State
Localism Mur,ay Ky
Orwell Recenk 30-4
Mcloseeise Racers
COICIC t3,11y Kennedy
Ceeiereeer Oho Valley
▪ OVC cnampon
Seem West Seed' No 13
Teenswaext Meow* 1-13, 13 years
Last Wears= 2006
Sewage Team (T7 5), Ivan Aska 10 6
B J Jenkins 10.5. Danero Thomas
10 4, Tony Easley 10 4
ilebsonha Team (36 5), Tony Easley
5 8 Ivan Aska 4 9: Jeffery McClain 4 2
Darero Thomas 4 2
Aseisbirenievers: Team (15.6/14.6).
isacc Miles 3 8/2 1. B J Jenkins
3 2,1 6, Danero Thomas 2 5/1 5
3pilatiarc Team( 368). B J Jenkins 63.
Isaiah Cannan 48. Isacc Miles 42
Danero Thomas 37
Lad Tem 9-1
no Maw The Racers are the first
school from the Ohio Valley Conferer.ce
to win 30 games setting a school
record by beating Morehead State in
the league tournament Jenkins has
provided a steady influence in the back •
court after transfernng from Lrberh

About: Commodores
A brief iook at
Vanderbilt
Localism: Nashville Tenn
OKeral Record: 24-8
hickaarnia. Commodores
Cade Kevin Stallings
Cawierence: Southeastern
61.4: At large
Refloll: West Seed No 4
Teernamest Record: 9- I 11 years
Leal aeoserastar 2008
Scoritc Team (77 2) Jermaine Beal
14 7 A J Ogilvy 13 4 Jeffery Taykx
13 4 John Jenkins 10 9
Rebeends: Team (36 4i A J Ogilvy 6 2
Andre Walker 5 5 Jeffery Taylor 5 2
Aealsta/Tererevers: Team (13 2 13 7)
Brad Tinsley 3 21 9 Jermaine Beal
2 9/1 5 Andre Walker 2 4+1 7
ieelliers: Team (369) Jermaine Beal
70 John Jenkins 70 Brad Tinsley 31
Laut Tee: 7-3
Ilis May: Eieal s nickname is 'Dona as in 'Dona Beal'Maybe he ought to
mmor in finance because he's been
handing out a lot of dimes too Bea! set
a schooi record for assists by a sophomore two years ago and is still the guy
that makes the offense move
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•Wildcats
From Page 1B
Calipari observed.
Kentucky's players didn't
arrive for the beginning of the
show Sunday night, when they
were officially named as a No. 1
seed along with Kansas, Duke
and Syracuse. The SEC championship
game
against
Mississippi State went into
overtime, and the flight back
from Nashville was late.
Conference player of the
year John Wall, a freshman considered a likely top overall pick
in the NBA draft, hit a late 3pointer in that game. He
acknowledged it was a surprise
to see the tourney path, including a potential second-round
matchup with the Longhoms.
"It was kind of shocking to
see them that close up in our
bracket, but we're not going to
complain about it." Wall said.
"We can't look that far down the
road. We've got to worry about
that first game."
The Wildcats' other freshman star in the backcourt. Eric
Bledsoe, said the road would be
difficult not just because of

opponents but also due to the
schedule. Kentucky played
three grueling days in the SEC
tournament and now plays again
on Thursday.
"We've just got to try to get
our bodies in shape, get proper
rest and eat right," Bledsoe said.
"Everybody's
body
gets
bruised. We've been playing
hard the last few days. We're
just going to try to keep it
going."
Although there were some
quibbles with the draw, the
team's veteran — junior Patrick
Patterson — said this edition of
the Wildcats far exceeded his
expectations.
Patterson will be playing in
his first NCAA tournament
game because he was injured
two years ago as a freshman and
Kentucky went to the NIT last
year under Billy Gillispie.
"1 thought we'd have a successful team, but I thought we'd
probably have a couple bumps
in the road," Patterson said.
"Earlier in this season, I never
would have imagined us at this
point we are now."

FISH DAY!!!
NOW IS THE TIME FOR STOCKING!
'Channet C;atfish •Largemouth Bass *Redear 'Bluegil
l (Breart.
f
t"
•Minnows 'Black Crappie (it Avail.)'Grass Carp 'Kra
Southern States in Murray, KY
Friday, March 26 from 4-5 p.m.
To Place An Order Call 1-800-247-26
15
www.farleystIshfarm corn
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Notke

Murray State Univereity accepting bids from
qualified contactors for the Lovett Auditorium Plat
relocanon pnnect, located or, the campus of Murray
State University There will be a pre-bid conferena)
at 10:00 A.M.. March 22, 2010 located at the
General Services; Building, Murray, KY Bids will be
hpen April 2, 2010 at 2:00 P.M., at the General
Service Building, Murray. KY. Contractois may
receive a copy of the bid advertisement by
contacting Steven Stapleton 0270i809-4099 and
referencing CC-197S-I0

Auto Insurance
Low down payments

David Ramey
9713-5941

Call 753-1916
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any
error. Murray Ledger
& Times will be
responsible for onty
one incorrect insertion. Any error
should be
reported Immediately so corrections
can be made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies Mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & 'Times, nor
any of as employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

CARPENTERS,
Laborer Part-time mus
be reliable and agree
to drug testing
227-1363

270

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
munayledger cont.
You will be redirected
to Totinetwork coin
By default.
Murray and local Tob
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
*Ovate. not all lisungs
on the Tobnetwork com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
te, if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray arca
rob listing, Thank 1, Oti

Avoid inflationary cost
Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

B ('all me for more information

211.7;R-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

CLADI FILING FOB tiff CLIINTS

201S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Issece(Kernt iwars. Owners

MEDICAL CENTER

I

IWO South 12th Street
Murray, kl 42071
270-759-921Ni

"TURNING 65 SOON"
Check out my Medicare
Supplements and
Medicare Advantage Plans.

041' ‘111'111
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Local agricultural dealership is seeking a full
time precision ag specialist Individuals must
be self-motivated, hard working and maintain a
good attitude. Pnmary responsibility will be thp
installation and servicing of precision ag
products which may include on-farrn
we offer full benefits and competitive wages

Ron Sallin- Agent

•

th

resume to 127 Beach
Rd, Kirksey, KY 42054
or come by office

Resume accompanied
by CD/DVD may be
sent to Pastor Search
Gommrttee 320
Mayfield Rd Clinton
KY 42031
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dnvers
and part•tene drivers.
Must pass DOT d/s
and physical, be at
least 25 years old.
have at least 3 years
verifiable OTR aspenence in last 5 years, no
accidents or major
moving vioiations on
MVR. 270-761-0491

753-8201
NATIONAL Mfg. Co.

Registered Nurse openings in Med/Surg
rull-time 7a-7p and 7p-7a with every other weekend
required.
DRC1 Coder
PRN days. five years hospital experience in coding
and/or completion of coding program. RttiA, RHIT, CCS
or CCS-P preferred.
Lk,client salary and berteftt package. Submit resumes to
JPPIt
Human Resources Department Of tax to 270-251-4507.

hlerl3C491

Pt ACES

ciTR

uictime

in person 200 East
Main St. Murray

RN/LPN for Cardiology Physician Practice
Full-time, day position. M-IP
C_are/Cardiology
background required.

Jackson Purchase Medical Center
Human ReilelitlfC eh Department
Center Circle, Mayfwid. KY 42066
EEO rt/rN/11

GIBSON truck lines is
taking appiications for

M-F 5-00-4.00.

lackson Purchase Medical Center
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MURRAY Rental &
Sales Immediate
openino for part-time
Shop Mechanic. Apply
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FIRST Baptisl Church
of Clinton Kr' Is seeking a full time pastor.
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Full time position available for pans sales at local
agncultural dealership One year parts sale,
expenence preferred Competitive wage and
benefit package 'knolls inquiries only
Equal Opponunity Employ er
Send resumes to: H & R tgri-Power,
P 0 Box 432, !Slay field, ks 42046

FARMER'S
Choice
Fesdmill. Part-time
position.
Send

1111

"

PARTS SALLSNIAN

I
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71

Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

Equal Opportunity Employer
Send resumes to. H & R Agri-Power.
P 0 Box 4-32. Mayfield, KY 42066
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8-companies to choose from
Including Mutual of Omaha
And The
ALL-1N-ONE PLAN FROM HUMANA

PRECISION AG SPECIALIST

Must have own automobile, good driving
•record and vehicle insurance. Six day pet
week delivery9-. Interested persons should
come by and pick up on application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.

1 099

Pay 100% of
?he Dedurtzbies,

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

IIVIMEDIATE OPENING-

C

Dallas Willoughby
Pr
,
Arrangement Specultst

Y011, Policy

MEDICAFLE
SLrPPLEMENT

FREE HELP

County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times

JUST give us a call
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause WO ail have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.
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Taking Applications for

I

- PREPLANNING ^-

Lou 'V, McGary

You are responeible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $1,024 on Pert S. S135 on

NEED EXTRA CASH?
Minimal Hours • Monthly Poy

050
Lotit and Found

INSURANCE

Primary ri!
Care

$tart..., Murray

Notice

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECT

Primary Care Medical Center is requesting .ii,
expencriced. licensed. full tirne ARNP or PA (
to join their staff for physician's offh.,..
Excellent benefits and compensation pack.q.:
offered. Applicants may apply in person
send resume to:

PART TIME landscape
design and layout
293-3161

020

GET THIS MI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
GALL 753-1916
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Nurse Practitioner or
Physician Assistant

SUMMARY OF fiord) oRDINANCE
AND NOTICE OF ADOPTION OF BOND ORDINANCE
The City Council of the City of Murray. Kentucky. at a meeting held on 25th
of February, 2010 followed by a second reading on the Ilth day of March, 2010.
gave second reading to. and adopted, the following ordinance
ORDINANCE NO.
AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE OF HOSPITAL FACILITIES REVENUE BONDS(MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPITAL CORPORATION PROJECT". SERIES 2010 OF THE CITY OF MURRAY.
KENTUC1CY IN A PfUNCIPAL AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED $15,000,000, THE
PROCEEDS OF WHICH SHALL BE LOANED TO MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPITAL CORPORATION,A KENTUCKY NONPROFIT
CORPORATION,TO FINANCE THE ACQUISMON,CONSTRUCTION.
INSTALLATION AND EQUIPPING OF CERTA/N HOSPITAL FACILITIES
LOCATED WITHIN THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTL'CKY WHICH ARE SUITABLE FOR USE IN THE FUR'rHERANCE OF THE HEALTH CARE AND
HEALTH RELATED PURPOSES OF MURRAY-CALLOWAY COI tlITY PUBLIC
HOSPITAL CORPORATION; AUTTIORIZING THE ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL BONDS; PROVIDING FOR THE PLEDGE OF REVENUES FOR THE
PAYMENT OF SUCH BONDS: AUTHORIZING A SUPPLEMENTAL LOAN AGREEMENT AND SUPPLEMENTAL INDENTURE APPROPRIATE FOR THE PROTECTION AND DISPOSMON OF SUCH REVENUES AND TO FURTHER
SECURE SUCH BONDS; AUTHORIZING A BOND PURCHASE AGREEMENT
.
A TAX REGULATORY AGREEMENT. AND A CONTINLIING DISCLOSUR
E
AGREEMENT: AND AUTHORIZING CYTHER ACTIONS IN CONNECTION
WITH THE ISSUANCE OF SUCH BONDS
This Ordinance authorizes the issuance by the City of Murray, Kentucky (the
"IsRuer)of Hospital Facilities Revenue Bonde , Murray-Callowsy County Publ.
Hospital Corporation Propel), Series 2010 the 'Bonds- in an aggregate prow)
pal amount not to exabeed $15,000.000 in order tn provide funds to make a loan
to Murray-Calloway County Public Hospital Corporation ithe `Borinwer", to
assist in defraying the cosi of the acquisition. constniction, installation and
equipping of an 'industrial building'. as defined in Section 103.2.00 of the
Kentucky Revised Statutee. within the boundaries of the Issuer and the execution and delivery of the agreements and instruments hereinafter identified.
THE BONDS SHALL NOT REPRESENT' OR CONsTITUTE AN INDEBTEDNESS OF THE CITY WITHIN THE MEA,NING OF THE CONSTITUrION
OF
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KEN-mot-Y. Pursuant to a Bond Purchase
Agreement, the Bonds will be purchased by BB&T Capital Markets. a divitoon hi
Scott & Stringfellow. I.LC the "Original Purchaser").
In order to better !secure the payment of the principal of, premium. if any, and
interest on the Bonds as the same shall become due and payable, the Mayor and
City Clerk are authorized and directed to execute, acknowledge and deliver in
the name and on behalf of the Issuer. the Supplemental' Indenture,
Supplemental Agreement, Tax Regulator( Agreement, Continuing Disclosure
Agreement, Preliminary Official Statement, Official Statement and Bond
Purchase Agreement in subettentially the forms !submitted to the Issuer. which
are hereby approved, wah such changes therein not inronsistent with this
Bond
Legislation and not substantially adverse to the Issuer as may he permitted
by
the Act and approved by the officers executing the Name on hehalf of the Issuer
TIle approval of Ruch changes by mud officers, and that such are not substantial•
ly adverse to the Issuer, shall be conclusively evidenced by the execution of such
Supplemental Indenture, Supplemental Agreement, Tax Regulatory Agreement.
Continuing Disclosure Agreement, PreMminary Official Statement, Official
Statement and Bond Purchase ,Agreement by euch officers
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Herta McClure
City Clerk
City of Murray Kentucky
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accepting applications
for senior administrative assistant Salary &

profit share Resume:
NMC (FIR Dept) 632 N.
12th St., Suite 168,
Murray, KY 42071
NATIONAL Mfg. Co.
sales reps,
above avg. pay. generOUS COMMISSiOnS, work
from home. pre-guakbed leads. Resume.
NMC (HR Dept). 632
N. 12th St. Suite 168,
Murray, KY 42071.
hiring

LOCAL building material retailer has opening for office personnel.
Applicant must have
pleasant phone voice.
valid dnvers license.

dependable transportation, and enthusiastic customer service
attitude. Knowledge of
Microsoft Excel. Word.

KIOZTOWN Academy
is
now
accepting

RETAIL MERCHANDISER WANTED to
servic-e Hallmark
Products at a Krogers
at 808 N 12th St and a
Fred s Store at 928 S
12th St in Murray,
KY To apply, visit
http//hallmark cantle
datecare cam

TEMPORARY 0 of
openings: 6 Tobacco
& Hay/Straw & General
Agricultural Workers
Needed
Employer:
Terry
Thurston
-Graves
County
KY Dates
4/1 5(20 1 0-1 2(1 0)2010
Wages:
57.25
•
8.00/hour 3/4 of hours
listed on lob order
guaranteed.
Work
tools will be provided at
no cost Free housing
provided to those wno
cannot
reasonably
return to their permanent residence each
working
day
Transportation & subsistence paid when
50% of contract is met.
Physicaliy able to meet
& perform ail 1047 specifications. May
be
required to take random drug and/or alcohol tests. May be
required to submit to a
criminal background
check. Apply for this
lob at the nearest KY
°tilt.* of Employment
& Training Division of
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using fob order

number KY0395698

BUYING Old U.S. Coin

coffections.
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999

enroitment tor chore°
6wks.-10yrs. Space
are iirnitsid1 For more
informatics) check out
aue weberte wrov.kiztownacedemy.com or
call 761-5439. Located
at 1306 S. 12th St.

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray

_I 20

L_
MGM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.385a

500 gal propane tank.
obo Ail alu
mirum 4 x6 trasher,
excellent shape ramp

S475

attached. $600 obo.
(270) 753-4871.
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

GOLF carts 2 electric,
1 gas 293-6430

BUYING
jUnk cars. trucks and

PIANO, S500 firm.
excellent condition
293-7252

tractors. 436-5235.
227-6004

1
1

,._*t•into
:1
4*" Savings!

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
subscribe to the
MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES

1
1
1 Rows Mallhairy
1 306......—$30.011

e 6ima.

1 rt.--MASA

e

ir
it

is* at KY/TN
mays.A lkelaimi)

.$74.56
13 ma—....—..
mo.--.0

and Outlook is
required along wt1h

6.66

Local Mail
3 cao. — .S3SA.
nia.
1 yr..—....SII4L116
AR Other MAI
Subscriptions
3 sto.
S75.00
mo.
$96.91
1 yr. ...- ....$14.5410

accurate computer
data entry skills.
Position begins as
part-time with potential
to become full-time.
Please send resumes
to: P.O. BOx 1 040-L
Murrov, KY 42071

Affordable. loving
childcare in my home

Check

Ref available
270-293-9794

Name

HOUSE & Office

WORK

First Come - First Serve

Please No Phone Calls

MK'

(•,,,
e
e

Free Pallets
Loading Dock or
Murray Ledger & Times

Visa

I St Address

cleaning References

253-3253

Money. Order

Daytime Ph.
Mall

this coupon

ith pat men) I o

1

Murray Ledger & Times

1

P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or
12•701 733-1916
•

4B • Monday, March 15. 2010
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BLING

JUST ARRINT.Ii
Spnng
Handbags & Jewelr •
"All NO.
Fashion Sunglasse,
Select Items 2(Y.
Booth 066

1702 Johnson Boyd.(Off Doran Rd.)
New construction 2.150 sq.ft 3BR. 2BA,
bonus room. hardwood floors. granfte counter
tops covered front & back porch $229.900.0o

Trends 81. Treasures Mall
101d

Unck Jeff's Burldmg)

YOUR AD

Green Acres

COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75..00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Linear Cars
Cut Above The
Rest
*Shrub and tree
tnmming
*Gutter cleaning
*Other services
•Quality service at
inordable pnces
753-4455

SII1CC

1986

24 Nowt seams

Res . Corn . &

1

21 Storage Units
Potential income
$950 mo
,r,,
227-.3E161
227-8289

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments

t:r

ill11aspr 1 7ancie

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANEES
WARD ELKINS

.

(210)153-1713
160

"-"w"'"'

CARRA.WAY Furniture
Mattress Sale! Sets
starting at $149.95
105 N 3rd 753 1502

Home For Saks I
1984 14x7O Buccaneer
213.19, 28A
great
condition
10,50C
Located
Coach Estates C-2
270-227-1485
MANAGERS Speoal
New 24 X 40
3 Bed, 2 Bath Home
Delivered and setup
Only $39,999 Come
ar,d see
Call Clayton Homes
731-584-942'9

111( s I IDIE 1.1' .1

A

EXCEPTIONALLY
nIce large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage All appliances
including washer
dryer, and dishwasher
$510/mo 759-5E385 or
293-7085.
LARGE 38R apt
eiray remodeled on
campus. CI+ A W&D
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished no
pets 759-4696
293-4600
NICE. 1BR. ved,
smoke free, no pets,

yr lease. $375/mo.
226-8006
NOW LEASING
2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Seceon
8 vouc,hers
Appty at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
k4onday
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDO 01-800-646-6056

NEW 24X48 home
3 Bed 2 Bath House
onky 549,999
Delivered and setup
ends 3-15-10
Call Clayton Homes
731-584-9429
New year new home
i4X70 2010 model
3 bed 2 bath home
529,999 delivered and
set. Ends 3-15-10
Call Clayton Homes
731-584-942.9

Now For Rant
3BR $400/mc
Includes water & lawncare lyr lease
required.
270-7531219.
DOUBLEWIDE 3 BR.
$700/mo includes utilities. 270-7531219.

OR 2br acts nee
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
1BR next to MSU
laundry on srte. small
pet, $325/mo.
270-356-0459.
1BR, pnce reduced.
various locations
Coleman RE
753-9998

2BR. 1BA lakefront
house in Panorama
Shores.
w/d,
ref.
C/1-VA.
$425/month
plus deposrt. Available
immediately. 1 75 Pan',
Dr. {310)567-9321.
38R. 18A, W&D
rr,ctuded 5650/mo.
$650/dep 603
Sycamore 3BR, 1BA.
1710 Farmer Avis
$750/mo. 5750/dep
t270)293-4600
(270)293-3710
FOR Sale or Lease
3FIR 2 Bath lakeIront
property with dock, 2
1/2 car garage.
270-873-7826
SMALL 2BR, appiiances furnished, $395
rent & utilities. $395
deposit, lyr lease, no
pets. 270-753-6156

A&F Warehousing
Near MSLJ 520-50
753-7668

2 bedroom apartments
available One year
lease one month
deposit, no pets Call
753-2905
2BR near MSU. appliances
furnished
C/H/A Coleman RE
753-9898

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
11 p, E. Main

3BR, 2BA. no pets
$700!mo
+
5700
depose. 293-5423

(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p rn M-F

38R, 2BA, very nice.
1800
Valley
Dr.
$700/mo. 753-5344.

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

4BR, CM/A. all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.

1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KV 42071
270-753-5562

ONE-BEDROOM
duplex apartment in
city on Cardinal Drive,
with yard Just redeco.
rated Fndge. stove. 2
new AC unds. No pets.
5300 rent.
VVaterisewerrtrash
paid by landlord 27°767-1176

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

.1&l. RENTALS
KINI-S1()RAGE

72$ S. 4 Ili YT.
Carnet of I 2 i & aeednae.
10X 10 $25 10115 $40

tro) 436-252A
i27131 293-6906

I

Pats Suppass

AKC registered
Doberman Pinscher
puppes $50C & up
Ready beginning of
March 731-336-7848

Puppies 7wks old,
AKC registered, champion
bloodline,
deciawed. 1st shots,
WOrTed , $500-5800.
270-978-5120 or
270-227-7917.
MALE. MINIATURE
Schnauzer pup
Reauy 3.1 12;10
Registered. tail
docked, vet checked,
wormed raised in loving horne. 5450
(270)293-0575
REGISTERED
Toy
Poodles.
270-4892761 oi 270-519-4472.
SH1H-TZU puppies
AKC. CKC. shots
wormed, $300-5350
270-251-0310
evenings

LOCALLY grown premium hay. Available. a.
all
times.
Alfalfa,
mixes. grass mixes
Squaie and round
bales. Some wrapped.
High protein, TDN
Students & truckers
welcome
270-753
8848 bef-..ae 9 00pm

cat
L Rae'E"'
Tin.. err
Hounog Act Notice
eds.-used herr.
yunrett
dye Federal Far
E 'sroyerrg
whit r. main. it
.1Iegai to advertoe any preference. lonnarner or disc/minanor based vr. race. color. Theron. in, lurvhcaf ramalial ttarus or nanceal onpn. or ...non malo any such preferhmitar-vvos dercominaMurray ledger Ix

Al' real rAtAte

-.tate lay, rortssi dercnnunanon
try the Wt. rental or advertrimg
or real estate ba,ed on factor,rn
addmon tr. those protected
..incler federal law
We will knowing], accept an,
ad,err.% for real ectare valodY
o not in violation or the law All
1,1
,
011, art hereto Informed
that all dwelling. advertired are
avallable On SA equal opportiln3h. ba,
For further assastarhe nrth Farr
Hou.ing Advernmng requireMents, COntact N.4 A
Rene %rare

New log cabin kit &
beautifully wooded
lake access setting on
160.000 acre recreational lake in
Kentucky,
Excellent financing.
Call now 1-800-7043154. x.3439

Lob For Sale

We Offer
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Clirriate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitneli Ave. • 753-3853

lots
for
sale
Southside,
Loch
Lomond St Dead end
Street Near college &
schools
978-1707
between 7AM&7PM
only
WOODED lot in
Campbell Estates

al pick

TFS

753-8087
I 2/13/ 2rIS(
4125
1270) 227 STr-38

436-2867 Lamb s
Professional Troe
Service Complete tree
removal gutter
cleaning, hauling etc
Insured Emergency
293-1118

Horoscope

LAMB'S TREE
SERVICE

A-SAP TREE
SERVICE
*Large Tree
Removal *Trimming
*Stump Grinding
*Hangers
Servicing Benton,
Hardin & Murray
(270)530-0030
(270)252-4111

$100 OFF ON
$200 OR
MORE
,,,cyres 112010
Ere* Estimates
Credd Cards accepted

(270)753-2020

Additions. Remodeling
Roofing, Vinyl Siding
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs, workers comp

VItk'S
I.‘1%•t %RI

Show the kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-Su-so:

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

227-2617
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work
installation and repair
or septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404

We Fmance
no rarinnolof_siles
44,1
2009 vele°, Hyundai
accent hatctiback
7106-miles, 37-42mpg
1 Oyrit 00,000 mile warranty, $13,000
293-1193. 293-9829
0

tor S gears. on

.200 yaris' Corolla
Manor (-army
ilk hybrid' Avalon
Rav.1 highlander
Tundra
r;c1r.-Tlayast

Toyota of Mtirray..753-4961

1995 F-250 Ford.
53.600. 435-4498.
1986 SIO truck $800
obo 293-0226

l&M
•
LAWN SERVICE-Mowing. Manicuring;
Landscaping &
Leal Vacuuming

•
‘‘.1-:

)
.
•A

'70-753-Y179'
.

jEutii..Ev s
CART Ar
01f11 SOTVIT.1•

(27012,13 31cl
BELCHER Painting

Residential
Commercial. Interior,
Exterior
Free
Estimates.
270-293-2028-Jerod
BLAINE'S
Lawn
Service Mowing, tnmming & bush hogging
Free Estimates
270-293-5896 Or
270-7671886
BRUSH & Hammer
Painting, fix-it's &

repairs, decks pressure washed and
stained.. 436-2228.
CHASE Futrell LEIViil Care. 8yrs. exp.
293-8814
DAVIS Handywork's
Small home repairs,
garages, decks. siding.
remodeling, houses
built to suit
2'0-227-9454

I Jrn
i'LW(

i

r %Hi
\

Saki...faction guaranteed

753-1816 727-0611
0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
•Screened Porches
*Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
*Home/ Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517
1(270)227-0587
All Carpentry Const.
New homes, Additions.
Remodel. Sagging &
Rotten floors, Vinyi
Siding,
Decks,
Roofing, Mobile Home
Repair
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & Insured
1-(270)293-4020
ALDRIDGE

&McCalston Roofing

I -Difficult

:
• To 22

1 105,S

ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
***** You feel renewed
Though an associate or friend
could have a case 01 the bahhumbugs, you cruise right
through Know what you want
and why You could be difficult to
stop, as you seem to be empowered. Tonight. The worid is your
oyster. Have tat special talk

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

-17 14A,VIS

NEWSOME'S
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing season is
coming up. So
give me a call for
your free estimate
Corey
(270)705-1037

rm. Lawn Service
Free estimates.
(270)293-0468
Are you looking to,
an affordable &
reliable mowing
service? If so then
call 270-873-9537.
Free Estimates

\IN
.1101 flt.f

TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
*** Much could go on behind
the scenes How you handle it
could determine the ena results.
Certainly, you don't have all the
right answers, but you are open
to finding them. A surprise revelation coutd put you on a ditlerent
course. Tonight: Do what you
need to do.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Look at what is motivating
you and others to unprecedented levels. You might understand
a lot more about a situation than
you realize Focus on getting a
projct otf the ground. Others
cannot help
but respond.
Tonight Where the action is.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Take a leadership role if
you want to get a project off the
ground_ You might not like not
having a choice, but that is the
lay of the land. Understand what
is needed from you. Tonight In
the thick of things
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Keep reaching out for
someone near and dear. Your
ability to rnove through a problem emerges Detach once more

.......14.11"011.

N
Kitt Invii
rt, I slial.ilrs

and
seek
out
facts,
Nevertheless. someone could
really surprise you. Listen more
Share more. You have whai it

opportunity to see a matter differently Your finances are out of

whack You are far more easygoing and together than in the past
Tonight: Lister to a friend
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** YOU understand what is
happening on a deep level. The
unexpected omurs at work and
in your daily life. Defer to those
around you. Look at what is happening between you and a key
person. Tonight. Defer, defer,
defer.
SCORPIO (OCt. 23-Nov. 21)
*** A relaxed and easy pace
works. Pressure builds around a
personal matter. Your even
behavior might be unusual, and
you could be questioning what is
going on A mild sense of negativrty could bo descending on
you Tonight: Put your feet up.
You need a break.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Don't allow a fnend
push you too hard. Use your
ingenurty to make yourself and
others happy. Your finances
remain a key issue. Don't spend
what you don't have. Enjoy what
is happening with a child or kwed
one Tonight. Forget the day of
the week. respond to the
moment.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Knowing your prlonties
might be important. You could be
jugoting two different concerns, If
you work from home, you might
want to focus on work and then •
tak.e a break. A personal rratter
could knock on your door
Tonight: Order in.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You might want to reevaluate an offer that involves
finances. Communication keeps
you busy. Realize what is happening financially, You might not
be able to see the big picture.
Your caring comes out Tonight
Chat with a friend
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your surprising actions
could provoke some very strong .
reacbons Understanding could
help soothe some of the ruffled
feathers. Be careful how you
deal with someone you care
about. Tonight: Treat yourself,
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BORN TODAY
Former first lady Pat Nixon
(1912), fourth U.S. president
James Madison (1751). comedian. actor Jerry Lewis (1926)
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MOVVING
and
Trimming small to
large
Dependable.
reliable, gutters, mulch
shrubs tnmmed, hauing, it years expen
ence Steven 767-9178
Or 978 7002

;

-1

POOR BOYS
L AWN CARE

ftl git46
COME WI
SWEETIIEART
EVER NOTICE]
PERARTMEVT
ARE 501EGSJI.
DAY•i TAT
SPORTIN6
ARE TELEMI

The Murray Ledger & Times
wants you to share your
photographs of people in
our community at work,
at school and at play.

0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS .
•
.01.
;•
i ot

2.70-703-1021
270-703-4005
.Jonhny aBryart

ID IJ S.
L

VirtrAlr

H"

•

Residential &
Currirrierniai
Free Estimates
(270)226-0505 Dave

takes. Tonight. Surf the Net, or
relax to a movie
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Sometimes a is difficult
to understand what motivates
others. If you pull yourself out of
the situation, you'll have the

. 11

•ii
• I-rf-n

DSW CUSTOM
PAINTING

Irg Ispeelime

H.APPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Tuesday, March 16, 2010:
This year, the unexpected runs
riot. Actually, you are the common denominator in all this
activity; therefore. to make the
assumption that you are the
source is not far-fetched.
Somehow you use Lady. Luck
well and always land on your
feet. Your assets, both financially and emotionally, could come
into play. If you are single,
check out each suitor carefully.
Someone might not be ail he or
she seems. If you are attached,
this year begins a new cycle in
your relationship. Use it to make
your life together better. ARIES
is great at spending you: :noney.

The Stars

Insured

$$$NEW 2010 Toyota
Matrix $219 per
month $2.000 Cash or
trade down KY tax
included' Call for
details (270)7534961 $$$

Lawr
Maintenance Relax!
Let us do your lawn
this year' Landscaping. FREE to a good
mowing edge. shrubs. home Boxer lab &
muiching, leaf removal, Border collie puppies
tree service, seeding, 4 females 4 males
(270)705-7531
fertilizing,
aerating
References available
GE T THIS
No Cortract Requireil
1 X1
Free
estimates
&
AD FOR
insured Over 15yrs
S75.00
experience Block arid
Subdivision discounts
A MONTH
270 703-9610
753-1916

3301 St. Rt 121N.
(2701436-2867
(270)2931118

Ace Tree
Service
& Stump
Removal
Aena,
r
k
insure,i
(270)898-8733
(270)564-8798

i/E7
3-LEY'S

Wi CAN

‘1.0

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters,
punk & tree work.

2007 KSF 90 4-wheeler $1,700 270-7532125 or 270-767-0191

Roger 1-1 heluarlo
f2701182 20,11

Todd 9. Ant° Onlail

Hamilton(

Improvement

1414 Oakhill Dr.,
145075. quiet cul-desac. Call 978-0876 or
759-5469

,

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

ADAMS Horne

$1500 &up
T&B Lawn Service
Adult owned & operated
978-5655. 759-9295

LAKE LOG
CABIN
2+ AC - 169.900
Free Boat Slips

•

* * **
`› Star
1.1e &
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LAMB S
PROFESSIONAL
TREE SERVICE

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
MANTLE Great Dane

RESIDENTIAL building
vo.e. 4,/t2

NEW home 3 BR, 2
BA 2 car garage
patio cathedral ceit
trigs cQncrete drive
energy efficient lea
tures
Rebates still
available 210-3781 or
559 2032

New 24
Bedroom bames in
Riverfleid EstatesBG Real
Protessionais
293-'7872

380

sni.i

753-9562

LARGE home in country *nth acreage 5 to
85. 6 BR,6 5 BA. pool,
gym. play rooms. large
decks. patio. lots of out
buildings. 3 acre lake.
good hunting & fishing
559-2032.

1505 Diuguid Dnve
Murray. K1' 42071
One and Two
Bedr,orn Apartment.
270-75.1-8556
TDDI-1100-545.1633
Ext. 213
Ecroal Doporturwry.Aj
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All yobs -

11:13
Howee Far kb

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using trim
information do so at
their own risk Although
persors and compa
rues mentioned herein
are believed to be rap
utable, The kAurray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibilrty whatsoever tor their
activnies

A

Hill Electrie

9761107 or 978-0505

1141•••

FOR SALE:

Murray L

HOUSE FOR SALE
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When you subrnit photos tor our Scene In the Commumh
uage. please include the event, the date. place, organization
group. as well as the name ot everyone in the photo. Onh
' a certain number ot photos will appear because at space
There is no guarantee a submr“ion will he published
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FREE
PICK UP
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Fl
270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree

ti •

(270)227-9153

Sennce
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured.
4139-2839.

PROLAWN Scheduled
Lawncare 1st mowing
free 270-293-1924

YEARRY'S Tree
Service Free esti
males Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

TROYER'S
Construction
Metal Roofing, Pole
Bam. Shingles.
(2701804-6884

Digital photos fhev
o weg lomat

IMIN'

be submitted to composing•murreviedoeroom
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Print pitelos: MylV be droppecl off at the ledge' office at
'001 Whitnell Ave ,
mailed to PO Box 1040, Murras, kY 420 I
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Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Capt.
Dan Dillon with the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad turning a water hose on flames that
hurried a wooded area behind a
house on Wrathcr Road. The photo
vs as by Staff Photogrpaher Bernard
Kane .
Baths reported include a boy
to Randy and Anita Dawson and
a girl to Rick and Amy Grogan,
March 2. and a boy to Tom arid
Sarah Vaughn. March 6.
Graves County Eagles won 5240 over Marshall County. Marshals for chaampionship of First
Regional High School Basketball
Tournament.
'Twenty yean ago
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry and
City
Administrator
Tommy
Marschall attended a meeting of
the National League of Cities
Conference in Washington. D.C.
Murray High School Tigers
lost 80-69 to Tilghman Tornado
of Paducah at the semi-finals of
the First Regional High School
Basketball Tournament being
played at Mayfield. Cheaney was
high scorer for the Tigers.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James K. Ward.
March 4; twins, a girl and a
boy. to Mr. and Mrs. R. Dale
Torsak. March ; a boy to Catherine and Greg Bogard and a girl
to Angie and Jinmy Crouse, March
13.
Thirty years ago
William A. Franklin, former
Murray resident and assistant principal of Ohio County High School,
has been named principal of Murray High Schcrol for the 1980-81
school year by- the Murray Independent Board of Education. He
succeeds Roy Weatherly who
resigned Jan. 24 fur compelling
personal and time considerations.
Published is a picture of Jack
Jones of Hopkinsville speaking
about the Eye Foundation at a
meeting of the Murray Lions
Club.

'Die 1 N Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the Confederacy met at the home of Mrs.
Fred Cringles on Fanner Asenue.
Mrs W.Z. C'arter is chapter president.
Forty years ago
James Weatherly. senior at Murray High School, has been awarded a $300 scholarship by an engineering firm in Decatur. Ga. He
is the son of Mr. and Mrs Jaunts
R. Weatherly of Murray.
Dr Kenneth Harrell. chairman
of the History Department at Murray State University. spoke on
'Patriotism" at a meeting of the
Theta Depariment of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. John Fred Malhame, Feb. 16: a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Jackie Sanders. March IL
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Wayne Baker, March 12.
Fifty years ago
Waldo B Golliher of Union
Carbide Nuclear Company, will
address the Kentucky' Lake Section of the American Chemical
Society at Kentucky Dam State
Park. Gilbertsville. on March 16.
Mrs. Sam Spiceland and Mrs.
Lloyd Boyd presented a lesson
on •Furniture Arrangement' at a
meeting of the Town and Country Homemakers Club held at the
home of Mrs. Arthur Buchanan.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr and Mrs. Vernon Covey.

of the United States. Andrew Jackson, was born in Waxhaw. S.C.
In 1820. Maine became the
23rd state.
in 1913, President Woodrow
Wilson met with reponers for
what's been described as the first
presidential press conference.
In 1919. members of the American Expeditionary Force from
World War I convened in Paris
for a three-day meeting to found
the Amencan Legion.
In 1944, dunng World War
Allied bombers again raided Ger-

-113^1131(,, EtL_IJIESOD•

Pat Nixon
president
i1), corned. (1926/
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1 Slump
4 Chicken wire
8 Macrame unit
12 Ballgame stat
13 Whodunit terrier
14 Bare
15 Postinan's beat
17 Kitty starter
19 Esprit — corps
20 Kuwaiti leader
21 Shore bird
23 Summer sports
gear (2 wds.)
25 Financial mag
28 Meadow murMurS
29 Afrikaner
30 Egg dish
33 Like Vegas
35 Play charades
36 Curricula vitae
37 Ervvin of films
38 Tall flower
43 Appeared
45 Reed instrument
46 Sz. option

"TACT, AND

!unity

wE MAV
BE HERE

dummy's ace, what would you do
next?
l'ou might start drawing trumps.,
expecting to mak.. seven, hut when
West showed out. you'd begin to
have doubts about even making SIX.
And if you slopped drawing trumps

in order to test the diamonds by playing the .A-K. your worst fears would
he realized when Fast ruffed the second diamond and returned a club.

2

3

48 Vanessa's sister
49 Ginger or nutmeg
50 Cartoon shrieks
52 "Et tu" time
54 Geological period
55 Slog through a
puddle
56 Hot — — oven
57 Eur. airline

ill5

12071

30

..AN ICEBER6

K of hearts

When East declined to ruff, Fishbein persistod with the +Ken ot.dia-.,
monds, and Fast discarded *kn.:
Fishbein thereupon ruffed the tune of
diamonds in dummy,establishing his
ten, and although Fast oserruffed,
that was the oniy trick the defense
could score.

6

ME TA

11 Road sign
symbol
16 Shnll
18 HBO receivers
21 Exam for HS
juniors
Ili110

7

11

14
17
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19
22

24

31

•
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38
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46
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NOTHING CAN
SINK THIS
VESSEL
EACEPT...
e----

The long-range effect of the club. •
ruff at trick two now became apparent v.ten fast had to decide whether
to rutT the king of diamonds If he
ruffed, he would have to put dummy
on lead %hawser he returned, end
Fishbein would then he able to discard the 10-9 of diamonds on thc A.
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23

I STAND HERE
LIKE TI4E CAPTAIN
OF A 5i.IIP!

showed out, Fishhein casheci• tint`,•
queen ot hearts heTori. playing thc-A-*
K of diamonds,
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A NEU/ SEASON !
THI5 15 wHERE I
BELONG!1-1.115 15
MY LIFE!

year: ago M, Harry l'ishbcin, he
made thc slam ill a perfectly simple
way Ile won the club with die. ace
and riiikist a .1uh at trick hso.
This innocent play made all the
difference hetueen making the Slam
and going down. 1A hen he next •
played the ace of spado, and Weal,

Y OW

1 Long-snouted
mammal
2 Cafe attraction
3 NASA outfit
(hyph )
4 Novelist Rita —
Brown
5 Einsteinium. in
the lab
6 Hunts down
7 Asian capital
8 Leg part
9 Greek -hi
10 Unusual

15

doe,com

close analysis reseals that the contract is ice-cold
When the deal was played many

1511118 Nati
111131:19al El
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going down one.
You could attribute the result to'
had luck. and you'd certainly have a
case since your chances of' going •
down are less than I -in-20. I IOWCVCT, . •

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

FOR A

r. Only

You'd ruff. of course. hut could not

Crosswords
ACROSS

SNIEETHEART. WAVE YOU
EVER NOTICED THAT MAJOR
DEPARTMENT STORE
ARE SOIEDULEP ON
PAY5 THAT MAJOR
SPORTING EVENTS
ARE TELEIOSEV,

matter
I applaud your atom tu
increase your exercise and start a
diet plan 1 he good thing about
my plan is that it can be as strict
or as relaxed as the user wants
or needs and is implemented easily. It doesn't involve special Wand
foods. weighing. measuring, or
counting. Four simple Wig**
encompass the whole thing: no
flour. no sugar.
Nov.., to your specific concerns
about inconsistent weight lbss:
Daily weigh-ins often lead to anxiety and frustration that a diet
isn't working. even if it is. Our
weights change daily based on
time of day. amount of food or
fluids ingested. absorption : anct
expulsion. the amount of unne
the bladder and more. Unles, yolk
do the exact same activities, eat
the same fixids. and unnate and
defecate the same precise amoinila.:-;
at exactly the same time .e.itti:.•
day. your weight will nevir.be;
.
>
the same.
•:•:-:•
The solution? Don't weigh yopt:•Z
self daily. Instead, do it ort
.c.:e:!::,
week. This will provide a motto%
accurate account of how nruefi•
weight you have actually lo-sts le4
. ,•.
gained).
As for muscle weight. it is
possible to become slimmer 7/itbout losing weight. One pound of
fat takes up more space than one
pciund of muscle. If you gam onc
pound of mum:le for every pound
of fat you lose, your weighi:4111
not change. but your appeiniici:
will.
If your clothes fit better -and.
you are feeling stronger, stick.
with the plan and continue to
exercise. Weigh yourself only once
a week. An average weight losa ,
of one to two pounds per week
is healthful. My diet plan often
results in more drastic losses in
the first few weeks.

Contract Bridge

Dear Abby is written by
\higall Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phill,ps,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
'ii•ar Ahhy at www.DearAbhy.com or P.O. Box 69440,
Los Angeles, CA 90069.
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hostess lost control of tier party.
A way to have handled it would
have been for her to say to
Aunt Ethel, with a SMILE:
'That's very interesting, Aunt
Ethel, but I invited everyone
to come here for a reason -so each person can tell us what
they've been doing since we
were last together, since I know
a lot has been going on." Then
she should have started around
the table.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a
61-year-old woman with a history of breast cancer. parathyroid
disease and knee problems I had
a lumpectomy for the cancer seven
years ago. a parathyroidectomy five
years ago and knee replacement
last year. I
have run in
more than 60
marathons, so
I am fairly
mine HowCVCT,
since
0111•••
my lumpectoDEAR ABBY: When my
my and within the last two
husband, 'Vic.' and I met, we
years, I have
discussed having children.
Dr. Gott gained 20
Although he is 25 years my
pounds and
senior. he was in accord with
weigh more
By
my desire to have kids. He
180
Or Peter Gott than
even said we should have them
pounds.
I
right away because he is so know this is too much. so I have
much older.
been using your no-flour. no-sugar
plan for the past six weeks. I
I have had reproductive
have made big changes in my
issues in the past, so before
eating habits and. although not
we married I went through
perfect, have been essentially true
several tests to verify that I
to the diet. I have also tried to
could conceive a child. Three exercise more
-- swim a halfmonths after the wedding, Vic
mile. walk four to five miles, or
told me he had "changed his
bike fur 45 minutes.
mind" and no longer wants a
My concern is that I am not
consistently losing weight. I seem
child. (He has one from a preto have a two-pound range that
vious relationship.) When I told
vanes from day to day. Is it poshim how upset his decision
sible that 1 am gaining more musmade me, he said he would
cle or. if I had muscle. would it
be "dying soon' and then I'll
be harder for me to see a conbe able to have all the chil- sistent weight loss? I do think
dren I want.
my clothes feel better.
I'm not sure where things
DEAR READER: If you have
had a knee replacement, I bet
should go from here. I feel
your knee problems were severe
Vic lied to me and never intended to have another child. Aside enough to affect your exercise
from this issue and a few oth- routine. If you did not change
your eating habits, you likely starters. he's a good husband. He ed gaining
weight that was othwould be there for me until envise held off by the exeicise.
one of us dies, but I don't If you are healthy now. the exact
know if I can settle for that. cause of the weight gain doesn't
Vic refuses counseling. and
when I told him I was going
to go alone, he made me feel
like it was thc dumbest idea
ever. Please help. -- LONGS
FOR
MOTHERHOOD IN
North dealt:I'
LOUISIANA
man-held NIonte Cassino.
Binh SIdC•
DEAR
LONGS
FOR
In 1956, the musical play -My.
NORTH
MOTHERHOOD: You are
Fair Lady.- based on Bernard
•10 5 3
Shaw's "Pygmalion,- opened on asking yourself very important
VAK762
•5 3 2
Broadway.
questions, and talking about
•A 6
In 1964, actress Elizabeth Tay- the decisions you are facing
WEST
EAST
lor married actor Richard Burton
with someone who is not emo•-4.1 98 2
in Montreal: it was her fifth mar- tionally
•10 5 4
•J 98 3
involved isn't a dumb
riage. his second.
01 8 7 6
•4
'idea -- it's an intelligent one.
In rno, the musical "Pudic,"
*Q1108.53
•K 94 2
However. right now you have
starring Cleavon Little in the title
SOUTH
another
•AKQ76
issue
needs
that
4
to
be
role. opened on Broadway. Expo
•Q
'70. promoting "Progress and Har- addressed. When your husbiuld
•AKQI09
mony for Mankind." opened in
told you he would be dying
4.7
Osaka, Japan.
soon. did you ask him exactThe bidding.
North
East
Smith West
ly what be .neant by that? If
1•
Pass
2
Pass
he was being literal, you may
3•
Pa.ss
4•
Pass
have your hands full for a
4•
l'ass
64
()pc/ling lead — queen of clubs.
while. And counseling to help
you through that would be benAssume you're in
spades and
eficial. too.
West leads a dub. Afler taking
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Scale back the daily
weigh-ins

Famous Hand
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Aunt's 'organ recital' drowns
out dinner table conversation

DEAR ABBY: Last night,
I attended an elegant dinner
party at the home of a friend.
She served a delicious meal
on a table set with crystal.
b ine china, silver and a low
centerpiece of fresh flowers.
Everything was perfection -with
one
exception.
As soon as
we
were
seated. our
hostess's
elderly Aunt
"Ethel"
began talking
about
Dear Abby her health,
with graphBy Abigail
ic details of
Van Buren
every symptom, every
allergy and every pain she had
ever endured.
Other guests tried changing
the subject several times, but
Aunt Ethel evidently believed
she was being entertaining.
Among those at the table were
a lawyer, a teacher and a friend
who had recently returned from
living several years in Africa.
Each had more to contribute
in the way of conversation.
But not one got the opportunity to speak more than a few
Sixty years ago
Elected as officers of the Chap- words before Aunt Ethel was
ter of the Veterans of Foreign reminded of yet another ailWars were Brown Tucker. com- ment she "knew" we'd find
mander, John Shroat. senior vice interesting.
commander. Groover Parker. vice
How does one handle an
commander. and Preston Orr and awkward situation
like this? In
WT. McClure. trustees
spite of her age, the woman
Mrs. John C. Winter was the
guest speaker at a meeting of the is essentially in good health
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of and ours is a small town. She'll
the Daughters of the American probably be pre.sent at many
Revolution held at the home of more dinners. -- FRUSTRATED IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
Mrs. W.P. Roberts.
DEAR
FRUSTRATED:
(And I'm sure you were.) Your

Today in History
By The Associated Pres.s
Today is Monday. March 15.,
the 74th day of 2010. There are
291 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 15. 44 B.C., Roman
dictator Julius Caesar was assassinated by a group of nobles that
inv:luded Brutus and Cassius.
On this datein 1493, Christopher Columbus returned to Spain. concluding
his first voyage to the Western
Hemisphere.
In 1767. the seventh president

Monday, March 15, 2010 • MI

41

42

22 Read the —
act
24 A funny
Charlotte
26 Pince- —
spectacles
27 Utter loudly
29 Miter wearer
30 Lamas' chants
31 With. to Fritz
32 Ostrich relatives
33 — the lily
34 Actress Myrna
36 Mi- xtures
38 You, there'
39 "— vincit
amor"
40 Theatrical
awards
41 Winter warmer
42 Wails loudly
44 Besides
46 Embroider
47 Call — — cab
49 W-2 info
51 — Lang of
country music
53 Pricing wd.
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Elk provide
raw matetial
for jewelry in
Knott County

Officials: U.S. wants Israel
to cancel building plan

By AMY WILSON
Lexington Heraid Leader
HINDMAN, Ky. 1AP) —
Barbara McBride was new to
the jesk elry-making end of the
volunteenng and fund-raising
at
Beckhatn
Combs
Community Center. But she
was getting the hang of it, what
with the twisty wires and sparkly gems.
Then Genevieve Combs, the
director and brains behind the
jewelry enterprise here, handed
her some latex gloves.
AP Photo/Lexington HeraId-Leador. Charles Bertram
"We're going to go collect
In this photo taken earlier this month, in a light snow snow, a herd of elk stood outside
the
some beads," Combs said.
Beckham Combs Community Center in Vest. Knott County is claiming
to be the elk capital of
"We're what?" McBride
Kentucky and the community center is capitalizing by making jewelry
asked.
out of elk droppings as
well as making key rings and nngs from the discarded antlers.
Combs pointed to the oblong
yet oddly shaped shiny black
objects that go on almost every
earring, bracelet, necklace,
bookmark and hatband that
rolls out of here, because that is
the thing that makes them special.
By STEPHEN BERNARD
manufacturing and industrial
Reports on housing starts,
Volunteers hunt for it because
AP Business Writer
pmduction Monday.
inflation and initial jobless
they are selling a natural
NEW
YORK (AP) -Economists
polled
by claims are all due later in the
resource, something Ciod has
Investors are entenng the new Thomson Reuters predict the
week.
put on their doorstep. Literally.
trading week tentatively' as the Fed will say industrial producMajor indexes traded in a narIt's elk droppings, freshly
Federal Reserve meets to dis- tion fell 0.1 percent in February.
row range Friday after a mixed
deposited in piles around Knott cuss interest-rate policy'. Stock breaking a streak
of seven bag of econotnic reports. BetterCounty, the Elk Capital of the futures fell Monday.
straight months of growth. The than-expec
ted data on retail
East, a gift so determinedly
Overseas markets mostly fell.
small drop in output from the
planted there for the picking
The Federal Reserve is sched- nation's factories. mines and sales was offset by a disappointand the plundering by 11,000
uled to meet Tuesday. While it is utilities is likely due to bad ing reading on consumer sentiunpaid laborers that it would be
unlikely to raise a key interest weather throughout the country' ment.
The Dow was able to edge out
wrong to ignore it.
rate from historic lows, traders that likely led to a drop in the
"The first handful was the
will be looking for clues in the number of manufactunng hours a 13-point gain, which pushed
the index to its highest close in
worst," McBride says now, Fed's statement as to when it worked.
explaining the experience of
might make a move.
The report is due out at 9:15 about two months.
handling the pellets that are
Meanwhile, bond prices rose
Investors have been factoring a.m. EDT.
surpnsingly small (they aversiightly.
The yield on the benchin an eventual rate hike. but any
Ahead of the opening bell,
age about an inch long) for an
signs that the move will be made Dow Jones industrial average mark 10-year Treasury note.
animal so large (the elk average
sooner rather than later is likely futures fell 31, or 0.3 percent, to which moves opposite its pnce,
about 600 pounds).
to — at least in the short-term 10,542. Standard & Poor's 500 was unchanged at 3.70 percent.
"At first it was fresh and
— hurt stocks.
index futures dropped 4.50, or compared with late Friday.
wet," McBride said, making a
Stocks pushed higher last 0.4 percent, to 1,142.10, while
The dollar rose against other
face of minor disgust. Mind
week after investors grew more Nasdaq 100 index futures fell major currencies. Gold prices
you, she is talking while she is
confident about the health of the 7.25, or 0.4 percent, to 1,917.00. also rose.
fashioning the finished product financial sector. The Standard &
Overseas, Japan's Nikkei
A separate report on manufacpellets into earrings that she
Poor's 500 index and Nasdaq turing in the New York region is stock average rose less than 0.1
will soon cheerfully don for a
composite index both hit their expected to show a drop in percent. Bntain's FTSE 100
fell
photograph.
highest levels in more than a activity. The Empire State man- 0.3, Germany's DAX
index
"The trick is not looking very
year.
ufacturing index likely fell to dropped 0.1 percent, and
dose," said McBride, now a
Ahead of the Fed's meeting. 21.45 this month from 24.91 in France's CAC-40
fell 0.3 perpoo-picking
professional. investors will receive reports on February
cent.
"Once it's dried for a few
weeks and sprayed with
polyurethane, it's just like anything else. "It's just a state of
mind."
Outside the community center, the elk wander among
swing sets, four slides and two
dugouts. The gates are open to
them; they have made their
own entrance as well.
Used to be that Combs
trekked into the mountains to
gather beads. Not so now.
"They deliver," she said,
laughing.
Today Fos An Appotnlment
Combs took a jewelry-making course at Knott County
School of Arts and Crafts in
Hindman. The guy who taught
there said he thought she was
good. He especially. liked the
things she was doing with elk
hom and with elk as inscnranon.
Then he told her about how
1271 Robertson Rt1. Smith
"out West, they were making
things out of moose doo. I said,
'Really?' and he said, 'really."'
Combs got a few friends on
board, and they made a few
hatbands for Knott County's
Trail Ride. Truth is, they didn't
sell all that well, but the weather was bad.
"We practiced and got betThe Calloway County Public School system is
ter," Virginia Deck said.
Then the women at Combs'
pleased to announce that the Kentucky School and
doctor's office saw the inexDistrict Report Cards are available for viewing
pensive jewelry and offered to
and download on the Kentucky Department of
help sell it, and "we had to get
more product."
Education Website, at
That was when McBride had
http://appl
ications.ed
ucation.ky.govischoolreportcardarchivei
to go on her first bead hunt.
The elk walk right up to the
These report cards for the 2008-2009 school year
community center these days.
contain important information about our schools,
They graze most winter momincluding details about our academic performance.
.ings before the sun comes up
and linger long after a sensible
teacher qualifications, learning environment, and
beast might have thought better
more.
If you are unable to access the card for your
of staying.
The winter has been hard,
school on the Internet, the school or district office
forcing the elks to come down
will print the card for you at your request. If you
from the mountains to eat
lawns. the bottoms of landscaphave any questions or comments, please feel free
ing trees. whatever. Combs
to contact the
said.
Calloway County Schools Board of Education
She's tine with that: "They
have to eat, too."
Central Office at 762-7300.
And they have to shed then
antlers — they do so yearly —
and Combs would just as soon
they did it in the former schoolyard so she and her minions can

By AMY T'OBEL
Assrkciatera Press Writer
JERUSALEM(AP)-- Israeli officials said Monday that the
U.S. is pressing Israel to scrap a contentious east Jerusalem
building project whose approval has touched off the most senous diplomatic feud with Washington in years.
Tensions in the city at the center of the spat were high, with
police out in large numbers in Jerusalem's volatile Old City in
expectation of renewed clashes.
Top U.S. officials have lined up in recent days to condemn
the Israeli plan to build 1,600 apartments in east Jerusalem.
the sector of the city. that the Palestinians claim for their future
capital.
The pmject was announced during Vice President Joe
Biden's visit to the region last week, badly embarrassing the
U.S. and complicating its efforts to restart Israeli-Palestinian
peacemaking.
U.S. officials have not disclosed what steps they. want Israel
to take to defuse the crisis, and Israeli government spokesman
Mark Regev refused to comment Monday. But Israeli officials, speaking on condition of anonymity because nu official
decision has been made public. said Washington wants the
construction project canceled.
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Full Service
Grooming
For All Breeds
of Dogs & Cats

Ctndy Holt Groomer

Do You Qualify
For Diabetic
Footwear Benefits?

call

(270)753-6749

Westside Veterinary
ServiCe L.L.P.

If you have Medicare
Part B and Supplemental
Insurance you may be
eligible for
DIABETIC SHOES
AT LITTLE OR
NO COST TO YOU,

DISTRICT AND SCHOOL
REPORT CARDS
AVAILABLE

Call for
information
4055
STONE-LANG CO.
MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER

210 South 12th Street• Murray,KY
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